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From schristenson at verizon.net Fri Feb 1 13:10:10 2019
From: schristenson at verizon.net (Sharon Christenson)
Date: Fri, 1 Feb 2019 13:10:10 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Invitation: Librarians & Local Historians Day,
3 April 2019,
at the 2019 New England Regional Genealogical Conference (NERGC)
Message-ID: <018601d4ba59$5f557a00$1e006e00$@verizon.net>
Join us for Librarians and Local Historians Day at the 2019 New England
Regional Genealogical Conference. Our all-day professional development
program will be held on April 3, 2019, in Manchester, NH. Highlights of the
program include-From Simmons College to PBS, how I became a host on the
Genealogy Roadshow, with D. Joshua Taylor, MA, MLS; FamilySearch.org
Resources to Help Library Patrons with Cherie Bush, Deputy Chief
Genealogical Officer for FamilySearch International; and
AmericanAncestors.org for Public Libraries with Jean Maguire, NEHGS Library
Director. $40 for the day, luncheon sponsored by ProQuest. See the full
program brochure at:
http://www.nergc.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/NERGC-2019.pdf).
Register at
https://www.cvent.com/events/nergc-2019-family-a-link-to-the-past-a-bridge-t
o-the-future/registration-dd431fe4a6da4a7ab42807223c767347.aspx?fqp=true.

We are particularly interested in hearing from libraries that have a
genealogy club, host genealogy activities, or collaborate with their local
historical society.

Sharon Christenson
schristenson at verizon.net <mailto:schristenson at verizon.net>
508-479-0849 (cell)
NERGC <http://www.nergc.org/>

2019 Manchester, Conference Quad Chair

Librarians and Local Historians Day, Chair

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From cheryls at plano.gov Fri Feb 1 18:13:11 2019
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Fri, 1 Feb 2019 23:13:11 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
Message-ID:

<MWHPR09MB1503036971F84D0337CB4B3DAC920@MWHPR09MB1503.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Hello,
I have a patron that has been trying to find someone who could transcribe her
Yiddish and Polish old letters (1912-1920s). She is willing to pay someone. We have
scanned them because they are in delicate condition. Does anyone have a contact?
We have tried several local contacts and churches. Also, how much is a reasonable
amount to pay someone per hour?
Thank you,
Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image007.png at 01D4BA51.67CB48C0]
Plano Public Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:youremail at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov>

[cid:image008.png at 01D4BA51.67CB48C0]

[cid:image009.png at 01D4BA51.67CB48C0]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>
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From flrova at mchsi.com Fri Feb 1 19:16:02 2019
From: flrova at mchsi.com (Bruce and Connie Rova)
Date: Fri, 1 Feb 2019 18:16:02 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] WFGS and WFGL offer these duplicate periodicals for the
cost of shipping them to you
Message-ID: <007101d4ba8c$7b4f0130$71ed0390$@mchsi.com>
Hello again!
We are happy to offer these three titles of duplicate genealogy
periodicals.
See the attached WORD document to determine which issues of each
are available.

If you are interested in obtaining any of these periodicals
for your library, please send an email directly to Bruce Rova at
flrova at mchsi.com <mailto:flrova at mchsi.com> (NOT to the genealib address).
By sending me an email listing the titles and which issues of the items you
hope to obtain, you are agreeing that upon receipt of items you do receive,
you will send a check or money order payable to "WFGS" to reimburse us for
the amount of the "library-to-library media mail" postage cost. That also
requires you send the name of your library and the package mailing address
for your library in the email. I will reply to each request with info on
which items will be coming and when they are shipped.

Upon receipt, please mail the postage cost reimbursement to:

WFGS
Attn: Treasurer

P.O. Box 10217
Pensacola, FL 32524-0217.

Warm regards from Pensacola,
Bruce Rova

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From meganthelibrarian at gmail.com Sat Feb 2 07:56:07 2019
From: meganthelibrarian at gmail.com (Megan Lewis)
Date: Sat, 2 Feb 2019 07:56:07 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
In-Reply-To:
<MWHPR09MB1503036971F84D0337CB4B3DAC920@MWHPR09MB1503.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<MWHPR09MB1503036971F84D0337CB4B3DAC920@MWHPR09MB1503.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAL768sXWOb9ZwUaAM--7Y2JWKw84rgvB754eNsgaYGLSFFxFTA@mail.gmail.com>
Jewishgen.org has a database of translators at
https://www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/yiztran.html.
Sorry, I cannot help you with the payment question.
Megan Lewis, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
On Fri, Feb 1, 2019 at 6:13 PM Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello,

I have a patron that has been trying to find someone who could transcribe
her Yiddish and Polish old letters (1912-1920s). She is willing to pay
someone. We have scanned them because they are in delicate condition. Does
anyone have a contact?

>
> We have tried several local contacts and churches. Also, how much is a
> reasonable amount to pay someone per hour?
>
>
>
>
>
>
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From kdolce at volusia.org Sat Feb 2 09:14:10 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Sat, 02 Feb 2019 09:14:10 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
In-Reply-To:
<MWHPR09MB1503036971F84D0337CB4B3DAC920@MWHPR09MB1503.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<MWHPR09MB1503036971F84D0337CB4B3DAC920@MWHPR09MB1503.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <5C55A5B2020000AA000B802B@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
I don't know of anyone personally, but if there's a university nearby you might ask
them if you haven't already.
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian

Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> 2/1/2019 6:13 PM >>>
Hello,
I have a patron that has been trying to find someone who could transcribe her
Yiddish and Polish old letters (1912-1920s). She is willing to pay someone. We have
scanned them because they are in delicate condition. Does anyone have a contact?
We have tried several local contacts and churches. Also, how much is a reasonable
amount to pay someone per hour?
Thank you,
Please take a moment to complete the City of PlanoCustomer Satisfaction Survey
( http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey) .

Plano Public Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov
( mailto:youremail at plano.gov)
plano.gov
( http://www.plano.gov)
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From cksteinhoff at gmail.com Sat Feb 2 10:18:59 2019
From: cksteinhoff at gmail.com (Cynthia Steinhoff)
Date: Sat, 02 Feb 2019 10:18:59 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
In-Reply-To: <5C55A5B2020000AA000B802B@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References:
<MWHPR09MB1503036971F84D0337CB4B3DAC920@MWHPR09MB1503.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<5C55A5B2020000AA000B802B@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <D87B1E0C.C1FC2%cksteinhoff@gmail.com>
Another group that you might contact for advice is Gesher Galicia, at
https://www.geshergalicia.org/ . A friend from our local genealogical
society is very active in this group. While its geographic focus is narrow,
it has many connections with other groups and individuals involved in Jewish
genealogy.
Cindy in Maryland
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Kim Dolce
<kdolce at volusia.org>
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Saturday, February 2, 2019 at 9:14 AM
To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
I don't know of anyone personally, but if there's a university nearby you
might ask them if you haven't already.
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org

>>> Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> 2/1/2019 6:13 PM >>>
Hello,
I have a patron that has been trying to find someone who could transcribe
her Yiddish and Polish old letters (1912-1920s). She is willing to pay
someone. We have scanned them because they are in delicate condition. Does
anyone have a contact?
We have tried several local contacts and churches. Also, how much is a
reasonable amount to pay someone per hour?
Thank you,
Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey <http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey> .

Plano Public Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov <mailto:youremail at plano.gov>
plano.gov <http://www.plano.gov>

<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

_______________________________________________ genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From caramacdonald at pier21.ca Sat Feb 2 10:39:09 2019
From: caramacdonald at pier21.ca (Cara MacDonald)
Date: Sat, 2 Feb 2019 15:39:09 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
In-Reply-To: <D87B1E0C.C1FC2%cksteinhoff@gmail.com>
References:
<MWHPR09MB1503036971F84D0337CB4B3DAC920@MWHPR09MB1503.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<5C55A5B2020000AA000B802B@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>,
<D87B1E0C.C1FC2%cksteinhoff@gmail.com>
Message-ID: <89A449A520BCA74C88284A88DB69DB745173794E@dc.Pier21net.local>
Jewish Genealogy Portal facebook group. Folks post documents for transcribing.
Cara
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Cynthia Steinhoff [cksteinhoff at gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 02, 2019 11:18 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
Another group that you might contact for advice is Gesher Galicia, at
https://www.geshergalicia.org/ . A friend from our local genealogical society is
very active in this group. While its geographic focus is narrow, it has many
connections with other groups and individuals involved in Jewish genealogy.
Cindy in Maryland
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce
at volusia.org>>
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Date: Saturday, February 2, 2019 at 9:14 AM
To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
I don't know of anyone personally, but if there's a university nearby you might ask
them if you haven't already.
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
>>> Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>> 2/1/2019 6:13
PM >>>
Hello,
I have a patron that has been trying to find someone who could transcribe her
Yiddish and Polish old letters (1912-1920s). She is willing to pay someone. We have
scanned them because they are in delicate condition. Does anyone have a contact?
We have tried several local contacts and churches. Also, how much is a reasonable
amount to pay someone per hour?
Thank you,
Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:SBGTBCUJTHGI.IMAGE.png]
Plano Public Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:youremail at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov>

[cid:SZTPRAKBOMPR.IMAGE_1.png]

[cid:ACSTVVNCJTHJ.IMAGE_2.png]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

_______________________________________________ genealib mailing list genealib at
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From genmaven at gmail.com Sat Feb 2 13:31:28 2019
From: genmaven at gmail.com (Renee Steinig)
Date: Sat, 2 Feb 2019 13:31:28 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
In-Reply-To: <mailman.38767.1549121953.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.38767.1549121953.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <CAGLpO2MZ6n=w1X4O49hW82XtXtEham0egh6Xsh7D+=cscykeBw@mail.gmail.com>
Hi,
Since Cindy mentioned Gesher Galicia (and, I suspect, my friend Shelley!),
I thought I'd chime in.
Two good sources of Yiddish translators (who presumably would also
transcribe):
Yiddish Book Center
https://www.yiddishbookcenter.org/about/translators
YIVO
https://yivo.org/translators-list
This list includes Yiddish and Polish translators:
https://www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/yiztran.html

Good luck.
Renee
Renee Stern Steinig
Board Member, Gesher Galicia
genmaven at gmail.com
www.geshergalicia.org
Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> wrote:
<<I have a patron that has been trying to find someone who could transcribe
her Yiddish and Polish old letters (1912-1920s). She is willing to pay
someone. We have scanned them because they are in delicate condition. Does
anyone have a contact?...>>
and Cynthia Steinhoff <cksteinhoff at gmail.com> replied:
<<Another group that you might contact for advice is Gesher Galicia, at
https://www.geshergalicia.org/ . A friend from our local genealogical
society is very active in this group. While its geographic focus is narrow,
it has many connections with other groups and individuals involved in Jewish
genealogy.>>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From seand at multcolib.org Sat Feb 2 16:11:04 2019
From: seand at multcolib.org (Sean Dixon)
Date: 02 Feb 2019 13:11:04 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Yiddish Transcription
Message-ID: <f32886$2oisrv@ob1.multco.iphmx.com>
You have received a secure message.
Read your secure message by opening the attachment, securedoc.html. You
will be prompted to open (view) the file or save (download) it to your
computer. For best results, save the file first, then open it in a Web
browser. To access from a mobile device, forward this message to
mobile at res.cisco.com to receive a mobile login URL.
If you have concerns about the validity of this message, contact the sender
directly.
First time users - will need to register after opening the attachment. For more
information, click the following Help link.
Help - https://res.cisco.com/websafe/help?topic=RegEnvelope
About Cisco Registered Email Service https://res.cisco.com/websafe/about">https://res.cisco.com/websafe/about
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From shouck at starklibrary.org Mon Feb 4 15:32:29 2019
From: shouck at starklibrary.org (Stephanie Houck)
Date: Mon, 4 Feb 2019 20:32:29 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
In-Reply-To: <mailman.38767.1549121953.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.38767.1549121953.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD3A999A@EX2010.scdl.local>
Is there a local Synagogue that could be contacted to see if there is someone there
that could translate the letters?
Stephanie Houck, ?
Genealogy and Special Services Manager ?
Stark Library, Main/Genealogy ?
p: ? 330-458-2757
e: ? shouck at starklibrary.org
w: ? StarkLibrary.org

-----Original Message----From: genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-request at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
Sent: Saturday, February 02, 2019 10:40 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 185, Issue 2
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the items
you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that of the single
message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other messages or change the
subject line may result in your message being rejected.
Today's Topics:
1. Re: Transcribing Yiddish (Kim Dolce)
2. Re: Transcribing Yiddish (Cynthia Steinhoff)

3. Re: Transcribing Yiddish (Cara MacDonald)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Sat, 02 Feb 2019 09:14:10 -0500
From: "Kim Dolce" <kdolce at volusia.org>
To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
Message-ID:
<5C55A5B2020000AA000B802B at vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I don't know of anyone personally, but if there's a university nearby you might ask
them if you haven't already.
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> 2/1/2019 6:13 PM >>>
Hello,
I have a patron that has been trying to find someone who could transcribe her
Yiddish and Polish old letters (1912-1920s). She is willing to pay someone. We have
scanned them because they are in delicate condition. Does anyone have a contact?
We have tried several local contacts and churches. Also, how much is a reasonable
amount to pay someone per hour?
Thank you,
Please take a moment to complete the City of PlanoCustomer Satisfaction Survey
( http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey) .

Plano Public Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov
( mailto:youremail at plano.gov)
plano.gov
( http://www.plano.gov)
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-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Sat, 02 Feb 2019 10:18:59 -0500
From: Cynthia Steinhoff <cksteinhoff at gmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
Message-ID: <D87B1E0C.C1FC2%cksteinhoff at gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Another group that you might contact for advice is Gesher Galicia, at
https://www.geshergalicia.org/ . A friend from our local genealogical
society is very active in this group. While its geographic focus is narrow,
it has many connections with other groups and individuals involved in Jewish
genealogy.
Cindy in Maryland

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Kim Dolce
<kdolce at volusia.org>
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Saturday, February 2, 2019 at 9:14 AM
To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
I don't know of anyone personally, but if there's a university nearby you
might ask them if you haven't already.
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> 2/1/2019 6:13 PM >>>
Hello,
I have a patron that has been trying to find someone who could transcribe
her Yiddish and Polish old letters (1912-1920s). She is willing to pay
someone. We have scanned them because they are in delicate condition. Does
anyone have a contact?
We have tried several local contacts and churches. Also, how much is a
reasonable amount to pay someone per hour?
Thank you,
Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey <http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey> .

Plano Public Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov <mailto:youremail at plano.gov>
plano.gov <http://www.plano.gov>

<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>
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-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Sat, 2 Feb 2019 15:39:09 +0000
From: Cara MacDonald <caramacdonald at pier21.ca>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
Message-ID:
<89A449A520BCA74C88284A88DB69DB745173794E at dc.Pier21net.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Jewish Genealogy Portal facebook group. Folks post documents for transcribing.
Cara
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Cynthia Steinhoff [cksteinhoff at gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, February 02, 2019 11:18 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish

Another group that you might contact for advice is Gesher Galicia, at
https://www.geshergalicia.org/ . A friend from our local genealogical society is
very active in this group. While its geographic focus is narrow, it has many
connections with other groups and individuals involved in Jewish genealogy.
Cindy in Maryland
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce
at volusia.org>>
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Date: Saturday, February 2, 2019 at 9:14 AM
To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
I don't know of anyone personally, but if there's a university nearby you might ask
them if you haven't already.
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
>>> Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>> 2/1/2019 6:13
PM >>>
Hello,
I have a patron that has been trying to find someone who could transcribe her
Yiddish and Polish old letters (1912-1920s). She is willing to pay someone. We have
scanned them because they are in delicate condition. Does anyone have a contact?
We have tried several local contacts and churches. Also, how much is a reasonable
amount to pay someone per hour?
Thank you,
Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
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End of genealib Digest, Vol 185, Issue 2
****************************************
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Mon Feb 4 15:37:38 2019
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Mon, 4 Feb 2019 12:37:38 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
In-Reply-To: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD3A999A@EX2010.scdl.local>
References: <mailman.38767.1549121953.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD3A999A@EX2010.scdl.local>
Message-ID: <CALCozYmV93whJxFF41Ow6Qi_-tsr+EjiUrvn6ufXEDumZ5NixQ@mail.gmail.com>
English To Yiddish Translation Services | One Hour Translation
https://www.onehourtranslation.com/translation/benefits/language.../english-toyiddish
<https://www.onehourtranslation.com/translation/benefits/language-pairs/english-toyiddish>
<https://www.google.com/search?
q=yiddish+translation+services&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwierpbk9qLgAhUI16wKHTajDawQ1QIoAHoECA
IQAQ&biw=1396&bih=657#>
1.
<https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:OVBc1xzHf9YJ:https://
www.onehourtranslation.com/translation/benefits/language-pairs/english-toyiddish+&cd=6&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us>
Fast, reliable and accurate professional translations by native Yiddish ...
One Hour Translation is THE fastest English to Yiddish professional translation
service .
On Mon, Feb 4, 2019 at 12:32 PM Stephanie Houck <shouck at starklibrary.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Is there a local Synagogue that could be contacted to see if there is
someone there that could translate the letters?
Stephanie Houck,
Genealogy and Special Services Manager
Stark Library, Main/Genealogy
p:
330-458-2757
e:
shouck at starklibrary.org
w:
StarkLibrary.org

-----Original Message----From: genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
Sent: Saturday, February 02, 2019 10:40 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 185, Issue 2
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
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To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the
items you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that
of the single message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other
messages or change the subject line may result in your message being
rejected.
Today's Topics:
1. Re: Transcribing Yiddish (Kim Dolce)
2. Re: Transcribing Yiddish (Cynthia Steinhoff)
3. Re: Transcribing Yiddish (Cara MacDonald)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Sat, 02 Feb 2019 09:14:10 -0500
From: "Kim Dolce" <kdolce at volusia.org>
To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
Message-ID:
<5C55A5B2020000AA000B802B at vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I don't know of anyone personally, but if there's a university nearby you
might ask them if you haven't already.
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> 2/1/2019 6:13 PM >>>
Hello,
I have a patron that has been trying to find someone who could transcribe
her Yiddish and Polish old letters (1912-1920s). She is willing to pay
someone. We have scanned them because they are in delicate condition. Does
anyone have a contact?
We have tried several local contacts and churches. Also, how much is a

> reasonable amount to pay someone per hour?
>
> Thank you,
>
> Please take a moment to complete the City of PlanoCustomer Satisfaction
> Survey
> ( http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey) .
>
>
>
>
> Plano Public Library
> System
> Cheryl Smith
> Genealogy Librarian
>
> 2501 Coit Road
> Plano, Texas 75075
> T 972.769.4240
> F 972.769.4269
> cheryls at plano.gov
> ( mailto:youremail at plano.gov)
> plano.gov
> ( http://www.plano.gov)
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 2
> Date: Sat, 02 Feb 2019 10:18:59 -0500
> From: Cynthia Steinhoff <cksteinhoff at gmail.com>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
> Message-ID: <D87B1E0C.C1FC2%cksteinhoff at gmail.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
> Another group that you might contact for advice is Gesher Galicia, at
> https://www.geshergalicia.org/ . A friend from our local genealogical
> society is very active in this group. While its geographic focus is
> narrow,
> it has many connections with other groups and individuals involved in
> Jewish
> genealogy.
>
> Cindy in Maryland
>
>
> From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Kim Dolce
> <kdolce at volusia.org>
> Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> >
> Date: Saturday, February 2, 2019 at 9:14 AM
> To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
>
> I don't know of anyone personally, but if there's a university nearby you
> might ask them if you haven't already.
>
> Kim
>
> Kim E. Dolce
> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
> Daytona Beach Regional Library
> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
> kdolce at volusia.org
>
> >>> Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> 2/1/2019 6:13 PM >>>
> Hello,
>
> I have a patron that has been trying to find someone who could transcribe
> her Yiddish and Polish old letters (1912-1920s). She is willing to pay
> someone. We have scanned them because they are in delicate condition. Does
> anyone have a contact?

>
> We have tried several local contacts and churches. Also, how much is a
> reasonable amount to pay someone per hour?
>
> Thank you,
>
> Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
> Survey <http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey> .
>
>
>
> Plano Public Library
> System
> Cheryl Smith
> Genealogy Librarian
>
> 2501 Coit Road
> Plano, Texas 75075
> T 972.769.4240
> F 972.769.4269
> cheryls at plano.gov <mailto:youremail at plano.gov>
> plano.gov <http://www.plano.gov>
>
>
>
>
> <http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________ genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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> URL: <
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attachment-0004.png
> >
> -------------- next part -------------> A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
> Name: IMAGE.png
> Type: image/png
> Size: 8668 bytes
> Desc: not available
> URL: <
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190202/1244536c/
attachment-0005.png
> >
>
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 3
> Date: Sat, 2 Feb 2019 15:39:09 +0000
> From: Cara MacDonald <caramacdonald at pier21.ca>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
> Message-ID:
>
<89A449A520BCA74C88284A88DB69DB745173794E at dc.Pier21net.local>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>
> Jewish Genealogy Portal facebook group. Folks post documents for
> transcribing.
>
> Cara
>
> ________________________________
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Cynthia Steinhoff [
> cksteinhoff at gmail.com]
> Sent: Saturday, February 02, 2019 11:18 AM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
>
> Another group that you might contact for advice is Gesher Galicia, at
> https://www.geshergalicia.org/ . A friend from our local genealogical
> society is very active in this group. While its geographic focus is
> narrow, it has many connections with other groups and individuals involved
> in Jewish genealogy.
>
> Cindy in Maryland
>
>
> From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of Kim Dolce <
> kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>>
> Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
> Date: Saturday, February 2, 2019 at 9:14 AM
> To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> >>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Transcribing Yiddish
>
> I don't know of anyone personally, but if there's a university nearby you
> might ask them if you haven't already.
>
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>

Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
>>> Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>> 2/1/2019
6:13 PM >>>
Hello,
I have a patron that has been trying to find someone who could transcribe
her Yiddish and Polish old letters (1912-1920s). She is willing to pay
someone. We have scanned them because they are in delicate condition. Does
anyone have a contact?
We have tried several local contacts and churches. Also, how much is a
reasonable amount to pay someone per hour?
Thank you,
Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
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>
> ----------------------------->
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> End of genealib Digest, Vol 185, Issue 2
> ****************************************
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-Arlene Schroeder-Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library

Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190204/4423c5d2/
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Mon Feb 4 15:53:00 2019
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Mon, 4 Feb 2019 20:53:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Explore RELIC: February 2019
In-Reply-To: <50D5315FAC2B9149A2DB0412D9DBAB4460EE7886@SP9OEXCH2.pwc.ad>
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EXPLORE RELIC
February 2019 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local
History (RELIC)
Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming
free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history are our specialty
as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull
Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at
pwcgov.org/relic<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iObqBajspGU6X6FPeJ4Ek3vCDP
9XV2t1FXIDyz7gQVTYpukteZXMgyP2oEHf1USXsVzlD_pdtoYeAU33uTA0pjH3YeXyC3BeRklLz7Tu2OO6xyf4pr-1XTfzi_-skHJkRlJXfcdoMH&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW
4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>.

[The Meaning of Freedom in an Era of Enslavement]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iLIQpG4JXrAYCF0AhloVSTFT0d

LcwcWgkGNtgHyRMQCjm_Kk2Qgfs5FgX381wRBpPhWcQZxgMxTKZWtwwpme62W3P8TcDLLc5AoB8dgWk5diiH
W1NYH2Qat901rck08bw==&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch
=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>

Dr. Sheri Huerta
THE MEANING OF FREEDOM IN AN ERA OF ENSLAVEMENT<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iLIQpG4JXrAYCF0AhloVSTFT0d
LcwcWgkGNtgHyRMQCjm_Kk2Qgfs5FgX381wRBpPhWcQZxgMxTKZWtwwpme62W3P8TcDLLc5AoB8dgWk5diiH
W1NYH2Qat901rck08bw==&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch
=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>
Stories of freedom often emphasize the accounts of daring runaways, yet another
process provided a path out of slavery. The acquisition of freedom papers through
manumission required community support and a keen understanding of the prevailing
legal, social and economic constraints. Yet finalizing this process also required
difficult choices between family, freedom, and potential re-enslavement.
Dr. Sheri Huerta, History Professor at George Mason University, will explore the
complexities of manumission and the reality of being "free" for black families
across northern Virginia. Come and join the conversation about the meanings of
freedom and the many factors that affected the decision to seek freedom or remain
enslaved.
Tuesday, February 5, 7:00 p.m.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iLIQpG4JXrAYCF0AhloVSTFT0d
LcwcWgkGNtgHyRMQCjm_Kk2Qgfs5FgX381wRBpPhWcQZxgMxTKZWtwwpme62W3P8TcDLLc5AoB8dgWk5diiH
W1NYH2Qat901rck08bw==&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch
=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.
_____________________
AFRICAN-AMERICAN GENEALOGY: TRACKING FAMILIES BEFORE THE CIVIL
WAR<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iEAzrj8UsdEga3O99eMnmtpfzLEM6M2y921E05NiblB-HG43GLM8Gc4m-JIn03yupiBtMuUdyHcRIdLcXmEbunOB6jo32MS7Ih8_aL0uaeIBRNwxwgCdYwgaCa2ae__ly1EsGQwy4aZga7MVKJpVb6jj4zIZULxd1yAvtZy1FQpaOpeSMJ4IoWdFQupzDW8oBzYgxVyJwGL402Gy8w9ya3272wD6ly6dsWjGg8s5R0ea8NC4sw_NY4gOit09on46ePme7S
Z146H8_lzjn0f9ksgmyZyKp5_husowuuX1aWz5ID800x5qCkPGH0B4Lom26BatI4TE33Br7MvLmjfngY0lMv8WIHmdbG-nPqSx2YsHtA1FrLv1Wo52n8ON2Jwk6podqskZ4KhqX6lMppTsaaaXWWSO0s0IYrJYZs_aELCNuXo23TWpp_0w3tR
40DQFPqWgzUY7Jt4fs9fKM9rfNd1O5sjy0uXp2oIQTHB9HFgwId0H7fdmn3rXFdV7fRYaBax59YJwh2N3MlA5WYdZGD69ODQ==&c=Gj
I1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqNI
i-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>
[African-American Genealogy]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iEAzrj8UsdEga3O99eMnmtpfzLEM6M2y921E05NiblB-HG43GLM8Gc4m-JIn03yupiBtMuUdyHcRIdLcXmEbunOB6jo32MS7Ih8_aL0uaeIBRNwxwgCdYwgaCa2ae__ly1EsGQwy4aZga7MVKJpVb6jj4zIZULxd1yAvtZy1FQpaOpeSMJ4IoWdFQupzDW8oBzYgxVyJwGL402Gy8w9ya3272wD6ly6dsWjGg8s5R0ea8NC4sw_NY4gOit09on46ePme7S
Z146H8_lzjn0f9ksgmyZyKp5_husowuuX1aWz5ID800x5qCkPGH0B4Lom26BatI4TE33Br7MvLmjfngY0lMv8WIHmdbG-nPqSx-

2YsHtA1FrLv1Wo52n8ON2Jwk6podqskZ4KhqX6lMppTsaaaXWWSO0s0IYrJYZs_aELCNuXo23TWpp_0w3tR
40DQFPqWgzUY7Jt4fs9fKM9rfNd1O5sjy0uXp2oIQTHB9HFgwId0H7fdmn3rXFdV7fRYaBax59YJwh2N3MlA5WYdZGD69ODQ==&c=Gj
I1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqNI
i-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>

Discovering African-American family history prior to 1865 can be difficult. There
are special challenges to finding documentation during the age of slavery. RELIC's
Don Wilson will identify sources that can be used to trace lives and relationships
and demonstrate the process through a case study approach.
Tuesday, February 12,<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iLIQpG4JXrAYFjwCbK83u9uaxX
zNR7Tz18b6rhPcGJUsaw7q4S5WLijJ0PDj9NobhxwiQULjakNnOcYLledgSmwIqbpgzTSJoFcXTVFoYdGU3oZ552KK6ocXY4KcJsXzVgUgj
k2rzZp&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW
4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==> 2:00 p.m.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iLIQpG4JXrAYFjwCbK83u9uaxX
zNR7Tz18b6rhPcGJUsaw7q4S5WLijJ0PDj9NobhxwiQULjakNnOcYLledgSmwIqbpgzTSJoFcXTVFoYdGU3oZ552KK6ocXY4KcJsXzVgUgj
k2rzZp&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW
4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>
Tuesday, February 19, 7:00 p.m.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iLIQpG4JXrAY0MwgxFUkswbSmE
8Q3Ftt5CbRwdp4UeAdAhS80-4zTdnihPRyiLLSVW6RX7L6Led0oo0qJ9edxSCh1P3V6sQ9idfu35Zo8ox39ADoOBdhDJXhi9BsUUUnnsDt8RcBH7l&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJ
vTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqNIiTUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==> (repeat)
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org.<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/apr2017/
insider.png]

ACCESS GENEALOGY AND HISTORY DATABASES WITH A VIRGINIA DRIVER'S LICENSE
In addition to the online databases available at Prince William Public
Library<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iCN2bnnFIk5DgICqdP3kLlhJMi
K-Lrl40IBklhjWgQDOqtNjFbYpm4DaE0YagYd0ZKYge1Brzuu0D07RHJClHSg5DEBOXQoqtQa5aVhtgjx80ykafzk_Y6MnMpWUlziXA==&c=G
jI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqN
Ii-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>, the Library of Virginia (LVA) puts many useful
genealogy and history sources within easy reach of Virginia residents.
With an LVA card or a Virginia driver's license, you can sign in for free to the
Library of Virginia databases<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iFAutI10rowns70XmGqJ5i0n7urLcnTIJvuDohkrw4Je4cfhdJ45dVr0cDvU3Ew1XPWWThIXm_trISaSqEOSsaTNrJvhnRqeFHr0BpKM5SFCYbmEL0vJY4YNE1g7MCMUJH6E2laZlaVTLsoR5C9geJjgWRHcZpD7Rh9JYNOpH&c=GjI1IaV
V4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqNIiTUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>.
Biography and Genealogy Master Index: An index to collective biographical sources.

Heritage Quest Online: Also available through the PWPLS website.
Mountain People: Life and Culture in Appalachia: Diaries and personal narratives,
1700-1950.
Proquest ? History Vault. Southern Life and African American History, 1775-1915,
Plantations Records. Parts 1 and 2: Personal and family papers of many Southern
plantations, including some in Prince William County.
Oxford English Dictionary: Find historic definitions of obscure words.
Historic Map Works: Library Edition: Images of many early maps, including 19th and
20th century landowner atlases throughout the United States.
ProQuest? Sanborn Maps Geo Edition?: Historic fire insurance maps for Virginia
cities and towns, including Manassas 1907-1943. Not in color.
The American Civil War Research Database: Statistical and historical details about
soldiers, military units, and battles.
Civil War in Words and Deeds: A large collection of regimental histories and
personal narratives.
Fold3: Library Edition: Military records from the National Archives, for all wars
since the American Revolution. Includes some specialized African American and
Native American databases.
American Periodicals: Images of a wide variety of American magazines published
between 1740 and 1940, fully searchable.
Newspaper Archive?: A searchable collection of historical newspapers from all U.S.
states and more than a dozen foreign countries.
Historical Newspapers: Includes Norfolk Journal and Guide (1921-2003) and Richmond
Times-Dispatch (1903-present).
[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/dec2016/
nextmonth.png]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iLJRtMuqZi4NGlnGmXkPUsWHnq
BU_SC7ZrNssW4SLHhbGkWgIUE6XUxl6xquaJq1Xf0UYUJVWNCAHHwRCeHvYeRMzxuaVmkNhE5oeTNIUgrYC
nUHYA8LGviywIM7tZDD8j1XHfLCXNOJnvOyQK86PFOJ_XndDB3p-ebhVd6VWHZs6Yy66w1YdSJjNDEIvrVqw==&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==
&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>

[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/PublishingImages/RELIC/programs/
FamilySearch_Logo-sm.png]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iFA-utI10rowB-b8Q00qW1Mkh1OSwGg-jsf-V0kWadtsT3n_oyb8tYSsaYkq3cg7lvQOxAeG8shRSdANc2Aa6F4B8lvV3G0ATAX98ZmnzR4cNFPc751kG_qZkJ1B6-m0C_7-9zqeB379f4QKgC4471jlcDEUn8Lag29tfxQKYDx8RXx_mjijaExmHnB36d9JaKFH_qjBH0kp6DgtDaQOFojMhPLon9GnpVgU5neuArnwVSrK7JISh3AvSQXqKWjPdyPtNJSedMo_HcZvGoMNlhUfTewcERyI_HwAZaSO36dmXC2QPSnALlhb6nWLugRSM1yzgV4Ax34NPl7fD-iO0Iwn8ZEEbE611bJj0Q9ue6bjmkPvlBVcxTAFt822mRk_7GFJq-eVYnLBfSzvoRtZpwIoKL8TsmAO14LPqXiRdKmAx2YAyQEio34eseL2YISU84xUmLqgcxjLiopwTAckan3yjazKmmH7w75D8l6iBIIw0Xky5bHcgI3HNQqvyA-

1y7W6sgwZmgrNwtYJ5m6s5ljkQ==&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_w
qA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>

USING FAMILYSEARCH EFFECTIVELY<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iFA-utI10rowB-b8Q00qW1Mkh1OSwGg-jsf-V0kWadtsT3n_oyb8tYSsaYkq3cg7lvQOxAeG8shRSdANc2Aa6F4B8lvV3G0ATAX98ZmnzR4cNFPc751kG_qZkJ1B6-m0C_7-9zqeB379f4QKgC4471jlcDEUn8Lag29tfxQKYDx8RXx_mjijaExmHnB36d9JaKFH_qjBH0kp6DgtDaQOFojMhPLon9GnpVgU5neuArnwVSrK7JISh3AvSQXqKWjPdyPtNJSedMo_HcZvGoMNlhUfTewcERyI_HwAZaSO36dmXC2QPSnALlhb6nWLugRSM1yzgV4Ax34NPl7fD-iO0Iwn8ZEEbE611bJj0Q9ue6bjmkPvlBVcxTAFt822mRk_7GFJq-eVYnLBfSzvoRtZpwIoKL8TsmAO14LPqXiRdKmAx2YAyQEio34eseL2YISU84xUmLqgcxjLiopwTAckan3yjazKmmH7w75D8l6iBIIw0Xky5bHcgI3HNQqvyA1y7W6sgwZmgrNwtYJ5m6s5ljkQ==&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_w
qA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>
Professional genealogist Jennifer Banks will teach how to use FamilySearch, the
world's largest collection of free family trees, genealogy records and resources,
more effectively. She will provide a detailed explanation of what the search boxes
do and do not access as well as showing how to access the unindexed records. She
will also demonstrate how to access online learning courses, various online trees,
books, wiki, and catalog. Handouts will be provided. Please join us for a great
learning experience.
Wednesday, March 13, 2:00 p.m.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iFA-utI10rowB-b8Q00qW1Mkh1OSwGg-jsf-V0kWadtsT3n_oyb8tYSsaYkq3cg7lvQOxAeG8shRSdANc2Aa6F4B8lvV3G0ATAX98ZmnzR4cNFPc751kG_qZkJ1B6-m0C_7-9zqeB379f4QKgC4471jlcDEUn8Lag29tfxQKYDx8RXx_mjijaExmHnB36d9JaKFH_qjBH0kp6DgtDaQOFojMhPLon9GnpVgU5neuArnwVSrK7JISh3AvSQXqKWjPdyPtNJSedMo_HcZvGoMNlhUfTewcERyI_HwAZaSO36dmXC2QPSnALlhb6nWLugRSM1yzgV4Ax34NPl7fD-iO0Iwn8ZEEbE611bJj0Q9ue6bjmkPvlBVcxTAFt822mRk_7GFJq-eVYnLBfSzvoRtZpwIoKL8TsmAO14LPqXiRdKmAx2YAyQEio34eseL2YISU84xUmLqgcxjLiopwTAckan3yjazKmmH7w75D8l6iBIIw0Xky5bHcgI3HNQqvyA1y7W6sgwZmgrNwtYJ5m6s5ljkQ==&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_w
qA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.
____________________________________

[Chapman Mill]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iFAutI10rowG_UoEs0Po2Y84QKuAcFOZVdFujViwZs8BddvScBBxWCzEiIniEaLrM0qTVakDWDQoBzF66qbxk8
z6xvW1OgmDMxwqXK1nyjF4H3sK_DFzk=&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqY
RGFW4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>
THE CHAPMAN MILL TRACT: MISSING PATENTS AND FOUR OLD
CEMETERIES<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iFAutI10rowG_UoEs0Po2Y84QKuAcFOZVdFujViwZs8BddvScBBxWCzEiIniEaLrM0qTVakDWDQoBzF66qbxk8
z6xvW1OgmDMxwqXK1nyjF4H3sK_DFzk=&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqY
RGFW4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>
Archaeologist and cartographer Patrick O'Neill will describe research he has done

on the property at Thoroughfare Gap owned by the Chapman family. It contains the
iconic structure, also known as Beverley Mill, that ground corn for the community
for over 200 years.
Tuesday, March 19, 7:00 p.m.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iFAutI10rowG_UoEs0Po2Y84QKuAcFOZVdFujViwZs8BddvScBBxWCzEiIniEaLrM0qTVakDWDQoBzF66qbxk8
z6xvW1OgmDMxwqXK1nyjF4H3sK_DFzk=&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqY
RGFW4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.
____________________________________
GENEALOGY 101: GETTING STARTED<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iFA-utI10row4-SJgS1cXMwCy_k4k7P8TaQBGX7MYBef9jPKdS-KJNr-DXLSzY0vVgd6cBLCBUFYcouHtaXilBlFU4XbPWYC7bTptxZI915Y0iW3Mznse9P_KFIdKBE_aIfIYVSHyff1-_okAFUouRWmFxDSAG7xNqWrdS6TgNDr5qTYsYNZpecf1BJ9whRSSlB48aigTuQxr6gga0fXQNnJUQSG8qu5cL2RWZ0S_L
BksMRo21HzfEe0RiY-HtXWHewyBI7HRpLNBKAMohj2zPeuiQdZfErjeWXOtPnLFZBD1xEvpv4MDkC3Hgsc8oQeWwYWr1eig52n0xpQk3tnD9UBVoZj1t2MpIvNR4saJGVkiUEMwoY37W
QgjTvIT-q6IT21UC6Ys_sFeeVPvZ9qHnEyCFkJJRbLxhcBp4ThQkF9fL2g8g5FQi7SoN5Q34euplwqPez79dpoaogMcDKlvax5CSkizAqrenpuRNsMXsG_SVduCH7iyLMrJ0rU6KN4DFDzSprSmcZkxYwq8a1cvWBC4dvA==&c=G
jI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqN
Ii-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>
[Genealogy 101]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iFA-utI10row4-SJgS1cXMwCy_k4k7P8TaQBGX7MYBef9jPKdS-KJNr-DXLSzY0vVgd6cBLCBUFYcouHtaXilBlFU4XbPWYC7bTptxZI915Y0iW3Mznse9P_KFIdKBE_aIfIYVSHyff1-_okAFUouRWmFxDSAG7xNqWrdS6TgNDr5qTYsYNZpecf1BJ9whRSSlB48aigTuQxr6gga0fXQNnJUQSG8qu5cL2RWZ0S_L
BksMRo21HzfEe0RiY-HtXWHewyBI7HRpLNBKAMohj2zPeuiQdZfErjeWXOtPnLFZBD1xEvpv4MDkC3Hgsc8oQeWwYWr1eig52n0xpQk3tnD9UBVoZj1t2MpIvNR4saJGVkiUEMwoY37W
QgjTvIT-q6IT21UC6Ys_sFeeVPvZ9qHnEyCFkJJRbLxhcBp4ThQkF9fL2g8g5FQi7SoN5Q34euplwqPez79dpoaogMcDKlvax5CSkizAqrenpuRNsMXsG_SVduCH7iyLMrJ0rU6KN4DFDzSprSmcZkxYwq8a1cvWBC4dvA==&c=G
jI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqN
Ii-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>

Discovering your family history is both fun and rewarding. RELIC's Darlene Hunter
will demonstrate the essential first steps to take and the resources to use, most
of which are available for free through the library to ensure that your research is
accurate, complete, and well documented.
Wednesday, March 27, 2:00 p.m.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iFA-utI10row4-SJgS1cXMwCy_k4k7P8TaQBGX7MYBef9jPKdS-KJNr-DXLSzY0vVgd6cBLCBUFYcouHtaXilBlFU4XbPWYC7bTptxZI915Y0iW3Mznse9P_KFIdKBE_aIfIYVSHyff1-_okAFUouRWmFxDSAG7xNqWrdS6TgNDr5qTYsYNZpecf1BJ9whRSSlB48aigTuQxr6gga0fXQNnJUQSG8qu5cL2RWZ0S_L
BksMRo21HzfEe0RiY-HtXWHewyBI7HRpLNBKAMohj2zPeuiQdZfErjeWXOtPnLFZBD1xEvpv4MDkC3Hgsc8oQeWwYWr1eig52n0xpQk3tnD9UBVoZj1t2MpIvNR4saJGVkiUEMwoY37W
QgjTvIT-q6IT21UC6Ys_sFeeVPvZ9qHnEyCFkJJRbLxhcBp4ThQkF9fL2g8g5FQi7SoN5Q34euplwqPez79dpoaogMcDKlvax5CSkizAqrenpuRNsMXsG_SVduCH7iyLMrJ0rU6KN4DFDzSprSmcZkxYwq8a1cvWBC4dvA==&c=G
jI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqN
Ii-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>

Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.

[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/dec2016/
reliclogo.png]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iLJRtMuqZi4NGlnGmXkPUsWHnq
BU_SC7ZrNssW4SLHhbGkWgIUE6XUxl6xquaJq1Xf0UYUJVWNCAHHwRCeHvYeRMzxuaVmkNhE5oeTNIUgrYC
nUHYA8LGviywIM7tZDD8j1XHfLCXNOJnvOyQK86PFOJ_XndDB3p-ebhVd6VWHZs6Yy66w1YdSJjNDEIvrVqw==&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==
&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>

To read the latest lists of new materials available, please click on What's New in
RELIC<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iMSs3VmlwIYYVNOjy5v_lYOIqeLAJKTfIIMZPzien-GqvePxgVBK80EqPpucQZGKbLWoC7bi4TgCglVZSyLl3IaftCXAU4RtzBGnleEywrEJrSFMLXSSDoieOqD4Xa5Wlk_pug96J6lvfxc_ZouWVBJIKNQKe4OKbOeFOjCPwLwYF1hvm7kEbEzYsROx25A==&c=G
jI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqN
Ii-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>.
Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from 60
to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these free programs at 703-792-4540 or
relic2 at pwcgov.org.<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
You may also register online by clicking here<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iKD7baNr_pVVsF5ToWuYqxZwhD1K5wxuNqH2p3N_E4vRPWGDtFKYC3uMJiifK3SneaWe7npGUFMaA6fRRIyYpyRh8s959ssoyfE-ZJgeTlWR3RLBcxC8dqxt2mOUp8SFrG23Vp1mtyhdVzGDzG7eyYEnC32Gmbc6tf2frSeEMsddgitY0H2qJT6pk23eFTg==&
c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOA
RqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==> and selecting the program date. Funding for
selected RELIC programs is provided by the Friends of Bull Run Library.* To be
notified of upcoming library programs and activities, you may sign up for the PWPLS
newsletter<http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/manage/optin?v=001YnEr2tp_8MocsVWgrYD4wElgrjOevRKtHQIzFVr2mL8jwNTGUVexrk1OGaDXJog6MAHjYWUEEdliRdsyxdhda66
wqtziUtfP_a6ucZf0kYbYjcU9i5QMDIKxOEluFt0lWDzpY1n6GD2O_KxNRFumT9hQudivErhO8BrVRY7YzzPchWBV_rlExCh7DkhbwsyPwHY0O
kBvihONJrFcPP8xaU-qYt1jO0>.

librarycommunications at pwcgov.org<mailto:librarycommunications at pwcgov.org> or
703-792-8150
Questions and comments are always welcome.

[Like us on Facebook]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?

f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iN6gQ16BsxsZ1Plt12G2hxAnD6
28bw4UBLceZNC6IKTUvuip3RC3NWxCQ9ULCU9_ZSKyCsHn2nrROQTkglabXwg8jFTp5yj4CQSLWiMYp0wap8yCnY5sms6E0VN
RncZyuMDSKBkGnuXwEtExI5suROU1u6cmE0dA==&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxV
JqYRGFW4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>
[Follow us on Twitter]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iN6gQ16BsxsZz1TD3QM68MhV0u
POHGzwu0PaUnkbC-8g0iGmzHb62K8BOU4eokvCynirGVL0uxOALFOQxiIj5ijHOmnGUnyNYHa2TISWK0cE8raS5MtmQ9JVv_6RTZLP4B4yHQJaD3&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e
_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>
[View on Instagram]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iKD7baNr_pVVjaL6TMApdcCyQC
EWR8T0tT1pNJ5nLksnPzkbMgRB3RYx7LOlOw4MJeFTaCzE0Eo5sfXMzfRwgU22XWF7ETjPvlodthMRToD9tCADtSEvoYjJM
uJFx5jAg==&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45yxVJqY
RGFW4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>
[Find us on Pinterest]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=0015BigxqtpN61c8f30Jiq_1TauugEfnPFjaglCbUo9z11A3P9aUdM4iN6gQ16BsxsZWlYt0rv6h5TtOM
N6M8XVO1_K18wMy905BFE8kpcXDBjvlTJD54_0Iw7vS8vEyDoVNzK5YBQ5WyMgc-g0Hu7XBx5SHALFO3iFmKO7Dc8kXZWmIIxKqJlroA8LC6CHsk&c=GjI1IaVV4CUJvTDsdwCVvYqobi9DoQdWUvJZJabmNmazY43_9e_wqA==&ch=2T45
yxVJqYRGFW4vsYMOARqNIi-TUUJH7hiHgnpj0EgPG-8w6FfUEw==>

Prince William Public Library System, 13083 Chinn Park Drive, Prince William, VA
22192
SafeUnsubscribe? relic2 at pwcgov.org<https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?
p=un&m=001HFFaAVF2hpSlWJPK5ovIUg%3D%3D&ch=72c81880-064e-11e5-b1d7d4ae5292c36f&ca=2cf26f1c-5aed-4036-bde9-3f3a47292c6b>
Forward this email<http://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.jsp?
llr=4hqpqrtab&m=1120500433151&ea=relic2%40pwcgov.org&a=1132063305244> | Update
Profile<https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=oo&m=001HFFaAVF2hpSlWJPK5ovIUg%3D
%3D&ch=72c81880-064e-11e5-b1d7-d4ae5292c36f&ca=2cf26f1c-5aed-4036-bde93f3a47292c6b> | About our service
provider<http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider?cc=about-serviceprovider>
Sent by librarycommunications at pwcgov.org<mailto:librarycommunications at
pwcgov.org>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190204/6429d999/
attachment-0001.html>
From dklein at jclibrary.org Tue Feb 5 16:46:10 2019
From: dklein at jclibrary.org (Danny Klein)
Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2019 21:46:10 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Storing collections for other organizations
Message-ID:
<DM5PR11MB1530D6F079DE4C510E211AD9D96E0@DM5PR11MB1530.namprd11.prod.outlook.com>
Hi all,
Do any of you hold collections for other organizations on a long-term, but not
permanent basis? In addition to my day job, I?m the librarian/archivist for a local
genealogical society. Our society doesn?t have a brick and mortar home, but we do
have a burgeoning collection (currently stored in my dining room) that we would
like to house at a local institution. My question is that if you are a repository
holding a similar collection, do you have a written agreement with the
organization? Would you feel comfortable sending me a copy?
Many thanks in advance.
Danny
Daniel Klein, MLIS
New Jersey Room
Jersey City Free Public Library
472 Jersey Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07302
Phone: 201-547-4503
Email: dklein at jclibrary.org<mailto:dklein at jclibrary.org>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190205/95640d9e/
attachment.html>
From jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org Tue Feb 5 18:39:24 2019
From: jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2019 16:39:24 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Storing collections for other organizations
In-Reply-To:
<DM5PR11MB1530D6F079DE4C510E211AD9D96E0@DM5PR11MB1530.namprd11.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM5PR11MB1530D6F079DE4C510E211AD9D96E0@DM5PR11MB1530.namprd11.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CA+WiaXUpUxDfqEjygt8Y9vg8RYwdxp+Ctr9c-RjQnxNn0qShMg@mail.gmail.com>
Daniel

We hold the archives of many genealogical societies. they are the archives,
not the working papers of the organizations. We have letters of agreement
when the societies have given the archives to the Denver Public Library.
They then become the property of the Library. Every few years they add to
the collections.
James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

On Tue, Feb 5, 2019 at 2:46 PM Danny Klein <dklein at jclibrary.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi all,
Do any of you hold collections for other organizations on a long-term, but
not permanent basis? In addition to my day job, I?m the librarian/archivist
for a local genealogical society. Our society doesn?t have a brick and
mortar home, but we do have a burgeoning collection (currently stored in my
dining room) that we would like to house at a local institution. My
question is that if you are a repository holding a similar collection, do
you have a written agreement with the organization? Would you feel
comfortable sending me a copy?
Many thanks in advance.
Danny
Daniel Klein, MLIS
New Jersey Room
Jersey City Free Public Library
472 Jersey Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07302

Phone: 201-547-4503
Email: dklein at jclibrary.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

--------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190205/
e756f628/attachment.html>

From amiles at californiaancestors.org Tue Feb 5 19:49:17 2019
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2019 16:49:17 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Storing collections for other organizations
In-Reply-To: <CA+WiaXUpUxDfqEjygt8Y9vg8RYwdxp+Ctr9c-RjQnxNn0qShMg@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<DM5PR11MB1530D6F079DE4C510E211AD9D96E0@DM5PR11MB1530.namprd11.prod.outlook.com>
<CA+WiaXUpUxDfqEjygt8Y9vg8RYwdxp+Ctr9c-RjQnxNn0qShMg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozYn0D3WoTLd0UD3HjG9J=t0EhWrDj8mTmaoqspJA91e9NQ@mail.gmail.com>
Public libraries will hols collections if they have room.
On Tue, Feb 5, 2019 at 3:39 PM James Jeffrey <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org>
wrote:
> Daniel
>
> We hold the archives of many genealogical societies. they are the
> archives, not the working papers of the organizations. We have letters of
> agreement when the societies have given the archives to the Denver Public
> Library. They then become the property of the Library. Every few years they
> add to the collections.
>
> James K. Jeffrey
> Genealogy Specialist
> Western History and Genealogy
> Denver Public Library
>
>
>
>
> On Tue, Feb 5, 2019 at 2:46 PM Danny Klein <dklein at jclibrary.org> wrote:
>
>> Hi all,
>>
>> Do any of you hold collections for other organizations on a long-term,
>> but not permanent basis? In addition to my day job, I?m the
>> librarian/archivist for a local genealogical society. Our society doesn?t
>> have a brick and mortar home, but we do have a burgeoning collection
>> (currently stored in my dining room) that we would like to house at a local
>> institution. My question is that if you are a repository holding a similar
>> collection, do you have a written agreement with the organization? Would
>> you feel comfortable sending me a copy?
>>
>> Many thanks in advance.
>>
>> Danny
>>
>>
>> Daniel Klein, MLIS
>>
>> New Jersey Room
>>
>> Jersey City Free Public Library
>>
>> 472 Jersey Avenue
>>
>> Jersey City, NJ 07302

>>
>>
>>
>> Phone: 201-547-4503
>>
>> Email: dklein at jclibrary.org
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Arlene Schroeder-Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190205/33bfe6ef/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Tue Feb 5 21:45:32 2019
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2019 18:45:32 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Storing collections for other organizations
In-Reply-To: <CALCozYn0D3WoTLd0UD3HjG9J=t0EhWrDj8mTmaoqspJA91e9NQ@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<DM5PR11MB1530D6F079DE4C510E211AD9D96E0@DM5PR11MB1530.namprd11.prod.outlook.com>
<CA+WiaXUpUxDfqEjygt8Y9vg8RYwdxp+Ctr9c-RjQnxNn0qShMg@mail.gmail.com>
<CALCozYn0D3WoTLd0UD3HjG9J=t0EhWrDj8mTmaoqspJA91e9NQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhX4pMpmDzPifEuwiV1N0M47UtG2xbrU3F2RC7TR0iGG=Q@mail.gmail.com>
I have been retired for 10 years and no longer have access to the original
documents. Having said that, the library where I worked held a large
portion of the collection of the main local historical society for over 80
years. There must have been some written agreement, but I could never find
anything more than a short summary of what was held in what dept of the
library.
The library did not make a note in the cataloging of the items, that they
belonged to the society (for those of you who are catalogers, it would have
been a 966 in the MARC schema). When the the society decided to repatriate
their items each and every item in the collections had to be handled and
inspected for their markings. And after all of that they have fallen on
hard times and nearly everything is not easily available.
Lesson = have a written agreement, have a great listing of the items, and
if they are cataloged make sure that a machine search can easily find them.
Nuff said.

Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services, (Local History, Genealogy, and
Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library 1978-2011
On Tue, Feb 5, 2019 at 4:49 PM Arlene Miles <amiles at californiaancestors.org>
wrote:
> Public libraries will hols collections if they have room.
>
> On Tue, Feb 5, 2019 at 3:39 PM James Jeffrey <jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org>
> wrote:
>
>> Daniel
>>
>> We hold the archives of many genealogical societies. they are the
>> archives, not the working papers of the organizations. We have letters of
>> agreement when the societies have given the archives to the Denver Public
>> Library. They then become the property of the Library. Every few years they
>> add to the collections.
>>
>> James K. Jeffrey
>> Genealogy Specialist
>> Western History and Genealogy
>> Denver Public Library
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> On Tue, Feb 5, 2019 at 2:46 PM Danny Klein <dklein at jclibrary.org> wrote:
>>
>>> Hi all,
>>>
>>> Do any of you hold collections for other organizations on a long-term,
>>> but not permanent basis? In addition to my day job, I?m the
>>> librarian/archivist for a local genealogical society. Our society doesn?t
>>> have a brick and mortar home, but we do have a burgeoning collection
>>> (currently stored in my dining room) that we would like to house at a local
>>> institution. My question is that if you are a repository holding a similar
>>> collection, do you have a written agreement with the organization? Would
>>> you feel comfortable sending me a copy?
>>>
>>> Many thanks in advance.
>>>
>>> Danny
>>>
>>>
>>> Daniel Klein, MLIS
>>>
>>> New Jersey Room
>>>
>>> Jersey City Free Public Library
>>>
>>> 472 Jersey Avenue
>>>
>>> Jersey City, NJ 07302
>>>
>>>

>>>
>>> Phone: 201-547-4503
>>>
>>> Email: dklein at jclibrary.org
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> -> Arlene Schroeder-Miles
> California Genealogy Society and Library
> Library Manager Volunteer
> amiles at californiaancestors.org
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190205/
acb5c722/attachment.html>
From flrova at mchsi.com Tue Feb 5 23:38:32 2019
From: flrova at mchsi.com (Bruce and Connie Rova)
Date: Tue, 5 Feb 2019 22:38:32 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] WFGS and WFGL offer these duplicate genealogy books for
the cost of postage
Message-ID: <000201d4bdd5$d0cdf7f0$7269e7d0$@mchsi.com>
Happy February!
We are happy to offer these 43 of our duplicate genealogy books.
See the attached WORD document to see a description of what is
available.

If you are interested in obtaining any of these books for
your library, please send an email directly to Bruce Rova at
flrova at mchsi.com <mailto:flrova at mchsi.com> (NOT to the genealib address).
By sending me an email listing the titles of the items you hope to obtain,
you are agreeing that upon receipt of the books you do receive, you will
send a check or money order payable to "WFGS" to reimburse us for the amount
of the "library-to-library media mail" postage cost. That also requires you
send the name of your library and the package mailing address for your
library in the email. I will reply to each request with info on which books
will be coming and when they are shipped.

Upon receipt, please mail the postage cost reimbursement to:

WFGS
Attn: Treasurer
P.O. Box 10217
Pensacola, FL 32524-0217.

Warm regards from Pensacola,
Bruce Rova

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190205/
f1cba70b/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: WFGL Duplicate Genealogy Publications for Postage 05Feb2019.docx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document
Size: 22755 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190205/
f1cba70b/attachment.docx>
From dklein at jclibrary.org Thu Feb 7 12:35:01 2019
From: dklein at jclibrary.org (Danny Klein)
Date: Thu, 7 Feb 2019 17:35:01 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Storing collections for other organizations
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhX4pMpmDzPifEuwiV1N0M47UtG2xbrU3F2RC7TR0iGG=Q@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<DM5PR11MB1530D6F079DE4C510E211AD9D96E0@DM5PR11MB1530.namprd11.prod.outlook.com>
<CA+WiaXUpUxDfqEjygt8Y9vg8RYwdxp+Ctr9c-RjQnxNn0qShMg@mail.gmail.com>
<CALCozYn0D3WoTLd0UD3HjG9J=t0EhWrDj8mTmaoqspJA91e9NQ@mail.gmail.com>,
<CAKEoNhX4pMpmDzPifEuwiV1N0M47UtG2xbrU3F2RC7TR0iGG=Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BN6PR11MB15215D681253E6001CF11199D9680@BN6PR11MB1521.namprd11.prod.outlook.com>
Hi again all,
I'd like to thank everyone for their suggestions. I'd just like to clarify that I'm
not looking for an agreement that would transfer ownership (i.e., deeds of gift),
but rather an agreement that the Society would retain ownership of the collection
while it is being held for preservation and public access by the library.
Thanks again!
Danny

Daniel Klein, MLIS
New Jersey Room
Jersey City Free Public Library
472 Jersey Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07302
Phone: 201-547-4503
Email: dklein at jclibrary.org<mailto:dklein at jclibrary.org>
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of genbook <genbook at gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 5, 2019 9:45 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Storing collections for other organizations
I have been retired for 10 years and no longer have access to the original
documents. Having said that, the library where I worked held a large portion of the
collection of the main local historical society for over 80 years. There must have
been some written agreement, but I could never find anything more than a short
summary of what was held in what dept of the library.
The library did not make a note in the cataloging of the items, that they belonged
to the society (for those of you who are catalogers, it would have been a 966 in
the MARC schema). When the the society decided to repatriate their items each and
every item in the collections had to be handled and inspected for their markings.
And after all of that they have fallen on hard times and nearly everything is not
easily available.
Lesson = have a written agreement, have a great listing of the items, and if they
are cataloged make sure that a machine search can easily find them. Nuff said.
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services, (Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library 1978-2011
On Tue, Feb 5, 2019 at 4:49 PM Arlene Miles <amiles at
californiaancestors.org<mailto:amiles at californiaancestors.org>> wrote:
Public libraries will hols collections if they have room.
On Tue, Feb 5, 2019 at 3:39 PM James Jeffrey <jjeffrey at
denverlibrary.org<mailto:jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org>> wrote:
Daniel
We hold the archives of many genealogical societies. they are the archives, not the
working papers of the organizations. We have letters of agreement when the
societies have given the archives to the Denver Public Library. They then become
the property of the Library. Every few years they add to the collections.
James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

On Tue, Feb 5, 2019 at 2:46 PM Danny Klein <dklein at jclibrary.org<mailto:dklein
at jclibrary.org>> wrote:
Hi all,
Do any of you hold collections for other organizations on a long-term, but not
permanent basis? In addition to my day job, I?m the librarian/archivist for a local
genealogical society. Our society doesn?t have a brick and mortar home, but we do
have a burgeoning collection (currently stored in my dining room) that we would
like to house at a local institution. My question is that if you are a repository
holding a similar collection, do you have a written agreement with the
organization? Would you feel comfortable sending me a copy?
Many thanks in advance.
Danny

Daniel Klein, MLIS
New Jersey Room
Jersey City Free Public Library
472 Jersey Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07302

Phone: 201-547-4503
Email: dklein at jclibrary.org<mailto:dklein at jclibrary.org>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
[https://www.denverlibrary.org/sites/dplorg/files/
DPL_horiz_2color.png]_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-Arlene Schroeder-Miles
California Genealogy Society and Library
Library Manager Volunteer
amiles at californiaancestors.org<mailto:amiles at californiaancestors.org>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:

<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190207/9456234d/
attachment.html>
From skirby at hctpl.info Mon Feb 11 11:40:02 2019
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Mon, 11 Feb 2019 11:40:02 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] New Massachusetts State Archives - An observation
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hME1ZFfS0PdWoQ3seyHQckz8GcRLfCg-X9c-ff5gE1iig@mail.gmail.com>
Look at the last picture in the article. Even in a state-of-the-art
facility ... old school still has a place. :-) Long reign the card catalog.
https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2019/01/29/state-archives-expands-welcomes-newrecords/Tbf7SdEpnbmh4vMXoxoRCI/story.html
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190211/
f496f676/attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Wed Feb 13 22:58:25 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Wed, 13 Feb 2019 22:58:25 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] curious
References: <5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Hello;
I was talking to a patron today who lamented that Ancestry Library Edition is no
longer available from home. I was here when we got the database, but I don't
remember it ever having remote access. It's been bugging me ever since, because
now I'm curious! Is my memory failing me, or is she thinking of some other
database?
Thanks,
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
From susaneschuler at gmail.com Wed Feb 13 23:15:15 2019
From: susaneschuler at gmail.com (Susan Schuler)
Date: Wed, 13 Feb 2019 23:15:15 -0500

Subject: [Genealib] curious
In-Reply-To: <5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <CAH6ZzD85mYrrr95sFbD9SGbbYqdZKNw-idCXx6M61a1gNuQQdw@mail.gmail.com>
It's never been for home use as far as I can remember, 2001 or 2002.
On Wed, Feb 13, 2019, 10:58 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org wrote:
> Hello;
>
>
>
I was talking to a patron today who lamented that Ancestry Library
> Edition is no longer available from home. I was here when we got the
> database, but I don't remember it ever having remote access. It's been
> bugging me ever since, because now I'm curious! Is my memory failing me, or
> is she thinking of some other database?
>
>
> Thanks,
> Kim
>
>
> Kim E. Dolce
> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
> Daytona Beach Regional Library
> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
> kdolce at volusia.org
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190213/6768f6b4/
attachment.html>
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Wed Feb 13 23:21:10 2019
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Thomas Jay Kemp)
Date: Wed, 13 Feb 2019 23:21:10 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] curious
In-Reply-To: <CAH6ZzD85mYrrr95sFbD9SGbbYqdZKNw-idCXx6M61a1gNuQQdw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CAH6ZzD85mYrrr95sFbD9SGbbYqdZKNw-idCXx6M61a1gNuQQdw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAFnPa7bHq-gCznyTLoMwKEWU=jA=Q5SDW=j+b6RS62FKqVUFLA@mail.gmail.com>
I agree with Susan - ALE has never been available by remote access - only
onsite at a library.
Tom
On Wed, Feb 13, 2019 at 11:15 PM Susan Schuler <susaneschuler at gmail.com>
wrote:

> It's never been for home use as far as I can remember, 2001 or 2002.
>
> On Wed, Feb 13, 2019, 10:58 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org wrote:
>
>> Hello;
>>
>>
>>
I was talking to a patron today who lamented that Ancestry Library
>> Edition is no longer available from home. I was here when we got the
>> database, but I don't remember it ever having remote access. It's been
>> bugging me ever since, because now I'm curious! Is my memory failing me, or
>> is she thinking of some other database?
>>
>>
>> Thanks,
>> Kim
>>
>>
>> Kim E. Dolce
>> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
>> Daytona Beach Regional Library
>> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
>> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
>> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
>> kdolce at volusia.org
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190213/4ad198d6/
attachment.html>
From twinmom22 at cox.net Thu Feb 14 00:25:03 2019
From: twinmom22 at cox.net (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Wed, 13 Feb 2019 23:25:03 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] curious
In-Reply-To: <CAFnPa7bHq-gCznyTLoMwKEWU=jA=Q5SDW=j+b6RS62FKqVUFLA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CAH6ZzD85mYrrr95sFbD9SGbbYqdZKNw-idCXx6M61a1gNuQQdw@mail.gmail.com>
<CAFnPa7bHq-gCznyTLoMwKEWU=jA=Q5SDW=j+b6RS62FKqVUFLA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAHXGPsMmh7KH2FRcC8t7Btt5vbRz45s84D7HFr-_G=D=P28oxA@mail.gmail.com>
I, too, don't think it was ever available otherwise. Is it possible that
she's thinking of HeritageQuest?
Kathy Rippel
twinmom22 at cox.net
Currently Reading

<https://www.goodreads.com/user/email_signature_destination/24524965?
utm_medium=reading_link&utm_source=email_signature>
[image: Book Cover]
<https://www.goodreads.com/user/email_signature_destination/24524965?
utm_medium=cover&utm_source=email_signature>
[image: Goodreads Logo]
<https://www.goodreads.com/?utm_medium=gr_logo&utm_source=email_signature>Get
your own email signature
<https://www.goodreads.com/user/email_signature_instructions?
utm_medium=gyo_link&utm_source=email_signature>
On Wed, Feb 13, 2019 at 10:21 PM Thomas Jay Kemp <thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com>
wrote:
> I agree with Susan - ALE has never been available by remote access - only
> onsite at a library.
>
> Tom
>
> On Wed, Feb 13, 2019 at 11:15 PM Susan Schuler <susaneschuler at gmail.com>
> wrote:
>
>> It's never been for home use as far as I can remember, 2001 or 2002.
>>
>> On Wed, Feb 13, 2019, 10:58 PM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org wrote:
>>
>>> Hello;
>>>
>>>
>>>
I was talking to a patron today who lamented that Ancestry Library
>>> Edition is no longer available from home. I was here when we got the
>>> database, but I don't remember it ever having remote access. It's been
>>> bugging me ever since, because now I'm curious! Is my memory failing me, or
>>> is she thinking of some other database?
>>>
>>>
>>> Thanks,
>>> Kim
>>>
>>>
>>> Kim E. Dolce
>>> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
>>> Daytona Beach Regional Library
>>> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
>>> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
>>> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
>>> kdolce at volusia.org
>>>
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190213/44ed3728/
attachment-0001.html>
From csokal at charter.net Thu Feb 14 03:11:15 2019
From: csokal at charter.net (Charter)
Date: Thu, 14 Feb 2019 03:11:15 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] curious
In-Reply-To: <5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <4FD4E2DC-5793-414A-BF99-3801DFC0E280@charter.net>
Yes, the LE edition was never available from home.
Charlene Key Sokal
Sent from my iPhone
> On Feb 13, 2019, at 10:58 PM, Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
>
> Hello;
>
>
> I was talking to a patron today who lamented that Ancestry Library Edition is no
longer available from home. I was here when we got the database, but I don't
remember it ever having remote access. It's been bugging me ever since, because
now I'm curious! Is my memory failing me, or is she thinking of some other
database?
>
>
> Thanks,
> Kim
>
>
> Kim E. Dolce
> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
> Daytona Beach Regional Library
> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
> kdolce at volusia.org
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov Thu Feb 14 07:26:27 2019
From: erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov (Bradford, Erin)
Date: Thu, 14 Feb 2019 12:26:27 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] [External] curious

In-Reply-To: <5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID:
<SN6PR09MB3135B2828B1E4DB39C2F0AF9E6670@SN6PR09MB3135.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Is she possibly thinking of a site like Heritage Quest? Many libraries provide
access through their library card for patrons. Agree with others, ALE was never
available remotely to my knowledge.
Erin Bradford
Genealogy Reference Librarian
Government and Heritage Library
NC Dept. of Natural and Cultural Resources
Ph: 919.814.6818? | ?VP: 919-518-9272
erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov
109 E. Jones Street? |?4640 Mail Service Center?
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600
Facebook Instagram Twitter YouTube ?Website
Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North Carolina
Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify.
Send all suspicious email as an attachment to report.spam at
nc.gov<mailto:report.spam at nc.gov>
Hello;
I was talking to a patron today who lamented that Ancestry Library Edition is no
longer available from home. I was here when we got the database, but I don't
remember it ever having remote access. It's been bugging me ever since, because
now I'm curious! Is my memory failing me, or is she thinking of some other
database?
Thanks,
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From mkmannix at gmail.com Thu Feb 14 08:25:06 2019
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (mkmannix at gmail.com)
Date: Thu, 14 Feb 2019 08:25:06 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] [External] curious
In-Reply-To:
<SN6PR09MB3135B2828B1E4DB39C2F0AF9E6670@SN6PR09MB3135.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<SN6PR09MB3135B2828B1E4DB39C2F0AF9E6670@SN6PR09MB3135.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <F32F7DF9-331C-4DF9-9ACC-B23E13C89109@gmail.com>
I believe the very first year when it came out, it was a Gale product then, I
think, was not yet ProQuest, that it had remote access. It also has a slightly
different name. My system didn?t have it yet. It was my understanding, and this
could be urban genealogy myth, that a patron somewhere like Wisconsin or Minnesota
shared their library card number on a listserv. This upset Ancestry and remote was
shut down. :) I think this was around 2002. Pretty sure there was discussion here
about that. But, have not searched. Don?t know where else I would have gotten it,
well m, maybe from our Gale rep or in History Section at ALA.
Now, this may not be what that patron was thinking of, but this is my remembrance.
Mary Mannix

Sent from my phone, in case lots of "typos". Well, that is the story I am sticking
to.
> On Feb 14, 2019, at 7:26 AM, Bradford, Erin <erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov> wrote:
>
> Is she possibly thinking of a site like Heritage Quest? Many libraries provide
access through their library card for patrons. Agree with others, ALE was never
available remotely to my knowledge.
>
>
> Erin Bradford
> Genealogy Reference Librarian
> Government and Heritage Library
> NC Dept. of Natural and Cultural Resources
> Ph: 919.814.6818 | VP: 919-518-9272
> erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov
>
> 109 E. Jones Street | 4640 Mail Service Center
> Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600
>
> Facebook Instagram Twitter YouTube Website
>
> Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North Carolina
Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
>
>
> CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to report.spam at
nc.gov<mailto:report.spam at nc.gov>
>
>

> Hello;
>
>
> I was talking to a patron today who lamented that Ancestry Library Edition is no
longer available from home. I was here when we got the database, but I don't
remember it ever having remote access. It's been bugging me ever since, because
now I'm curious! Is my memory failing me, or is she thinking of some other
database?
>
>
> Thanks,
> Kim
>
>
> Kim E. Dolce
> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
> Daytona Beach Regional Library
> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
> kdolce at volusia.org
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From mkmannix at gmail.com Thu Feb 14 08:27:14 2019
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (mkmannix at gmail.com)
Date: Thu, 14 Feb 2019 08:27:14 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] [External] curious
In-Reply-To:
<SN6PR09MB3135B2828B1E4DB39C2F0AF9E6670@SN6PR09MB3135.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<SN6PR09MB3135B2828B1E4DB39C2F0AF9E6670@SN6PR09MB3135.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <ECDFAA28-3C5C-43C1-901A-619702DF8A95@gmail.com>
Tom, Do you remember before it was a ProQuest product, whether it had remote for a
short time? Mary
Sent from my phone, in case lots of "typos". Well, that is the story I am sticking
to.
> On Feb 14, 2019, at 7:26 AM, Bradford, Erin <erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov> wrote:
>
> Is she possibly thinking of a site like Heritage Quest? Many libraries provide
access through their library card for patrons. Agree with others, ALE was never
available remotely to my knowledge.
>
>
> Erin Bradford
> Genealogy Reference Librarian

> Government and Heritage Library
> NC Dept. of Natural and Cultural Resources
> Ph: 919.814.6818 | VP: 919-518-9272
> erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov
>
> 109 E. Jones Street | 4640 Mail Service Center
> Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600
>
> Facebook Instagram Twitter YouTube Website
>
> Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North Carolina
Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
>
>
> CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to report.spam at
nc.gov<mailto:report.spam at nc.gov>
>
>
> Hello;
>
>
> I was talking to a patron today who lamented that Ancestry Library Edition is no
longer available from home. I was here when we got the database, but I don't
remember it ever having remote access. It's been bugging me ever since, because
now I'm curious! Is my memory failing me, or is she thinking of some other
database?
>
>
> Thanks,
> Kim
>
>
> Kim E. Dolce
> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
> Daytona Beach Regional Library
> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
> kdolce at volusia.org
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From kdolce at volusia.org Thu Feb 14 08:46:44 2019
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Thu, 14 Feb 2019 08:46:44 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] [External] curious
In-Reply-To: <F32F7DF9-331C-4DF9-9ACC-B23E13C89109@gmail.com>
References: <5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<SN6PR09MB3135B2828B1E4DB39C2F0AF9E6670@SN6PR09MB3135.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>

<F32F7DF9-331C-4DF9-9ACC-B23E13C89109@gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5C657144020000AA000B92D5@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Interesting. I don't know low long ALE was available before we
subscribed, but the patron has always been in this area I think, so she
wouldn't have used it anywhere else. I asked her if she was confusing it
with HeritageQuest, since we also subscribe to that...but she said she
was sure it was Ancestry!
Kim
>>> <mkmannix at gmail.com> 2/14/2019 8:25 AM >>>
I believe the very first year when it came out, it was a Gale product
then, I think, was not yet ProQuest, that it had remote access. It also
has a slightly different name. My system didn?t have it yet. It was my
understanding, and this could be urban genealogy myth, that a patron
somewhere like Wisconsin or Minnesota shared their library card number
on a listserv. This upset Ancestry and remote was shut down. :) I think
this was around 2002. Pretty sure there was discussion here about that.
But, have not searched. Don?t know where else I would have gotten it,
well m, maybe from our Gale rep or in History Section at ALA.
Now, this may not be what that patron was thinking of, but this is my
remembrance.
Mary Mannix

Sent from my phone, in case lots of "typos". Well, that is the story I
am sticking to.
> On Feb 14, 2019, at 7:26 AM, Bradford, Erin <erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov>
wrote:
>
> Is she possibly thinking of a site like Heritage Quest? Many
libraries provide access through their library card for patrons. Agree
with others, ALE was never available remotely to my knowledge.
>
>
> Erin Bradford
> Genealogy Reference Librarian
> Government and Heritage Library
> NC Dept. of Natural and Cultural Resources
> Ph: 919.814.6818 | VP: 919-518-9272
> erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov
>
> 109 E. Jones Street | 4640 Mail Service Center
> Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600
>
> Facebook Instagram Twitter YouTube Website
>
> Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North
Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
>
>
> CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to
report.spam at nc.gov<mailto:report.spam at nc.gov>

>
>
> Hello;
>
>
> I was talking to a patron today who lamented that Ancestry Library
Edition is no longer available from home. I was here when we got the
database, but I don't remember it ever having remote access. It's been
bugging me ever since, because now I'm curious! Is my memory failing me,
or is she thinking of some other database?
>
>
> Thanks,
> Kim
>
>
> Kim E. Dolce
> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
> Daytona Beach Regional Library
> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
> kdolce at volusia.org
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190214/08674424/
attachment.html>
From bking at sccl.lib.mi.us Thu Feb 14 09:01:16 2019
From: bking at sccl.lib.mi.us (King, Barb)
Date: Thu, 14 Feb 2019 14:01:16 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 185, Issue 5
In-Reply-To: <mailman.41116.1550121920.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.41116.1550121920.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <79cfd70661304622ba22baa81b18dde9@LIBEXCH01.sccl.lib.mi.us>

_______________________________________________

I was talking to a patron today who lamented that Ancestry Library Edition is no
longer available from home. I was here when we got the database, but I don't
remember it ever having remote access. It's been bugging me ever since, because
now I'm curious! Is my memory failing me, or is she thinking of some other
database?

Years ago Ancestry Library Edition did have remote access. We first had a
subscription and then the State Library bought a subscription for all the
libraries in the State. There was remote access and people had to log on using
their Michigan library card or Michigan drivers' license. However, the
genealogists misused this privilege and people gave their drivers license numbers
to people in other states so they too could logon and use the ancestry database for
free.
When the folks at ancestry.com found out this was happening, they stopped the
remote access so that users now have to logon at a computer in a library. So
genealogists have only themselves to blame that there is no remote access.
Our library stores records for the local genealogy group. We do not have a written
agreement. It is not a permanent arrangement ad if we run out of room for things,
we have the group take them back.
Barb King
St. Clair County Library
Port Huron MI 48060

From modom at scgov.net Thu Feb 14 09:23:06 2019
From: modom at scgov.net (Melanie Odom)
Date: Thu, 14 Feb 2019 14:23:06 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 185, Issue 5
In-Reply-To: <79cfd70661304622ba22baa81b18dde9@LIBEXCH01.sccl.lib.mi.us>
References: <mailman.41116.1550121920.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<79cfd70661304622ba22baa81b18dde9@LIBEXCH01.sccl.lib.mi.us>
Message-ID:
<DM5PR09MB132344C6E011E2F00ECB59E8A1670@DM5PR09MB1323.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
It has always been my understanding the this database has never offered remote
access. In fact, I went to a demo at a library conference a few years ago and the
person from the company said they did not offer remote access.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of King, Barb
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2019 9:01 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 185, Issue 5
External Email - Be Suspicious of Attachments, Links and Requests for Login
Information
_______________________________________________
I was talking to a patron today who lamented that Ancestry Library Edition is no

longer available from home. I was here when we got the database, but I don't
remember it ever having remote access. It's been bugging me ever since, because
now I'm curious! Is my memory failing me, or is she thinking of some other
database?

Years ago Ancestry Library Edition did have remote access. We first had a
subscription and then the State Library bought a subscription for all the
libraries in the State. There was remote access and people had to log on using
their Michigan library card or Michigan drivers' license. However, the
genealogists misused this privilege and people gave their drivers license numbers
to people in other states so they too could logon and use the ancestry database for
free.
When the folks at ancestry.com found out this was happening, they stopped the
remote access so that users now have to logon at a computer in a library. So
genealogists have only themselves to blame that there is no remote access.
Our library stores records for the local genealogy group. We do not have a written
agreement. It is not a permanent arrangement ad if we run out of room for things,
we have the group take them back.
Barb King
St. Clair County Library
Port Huron MI 48060
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F
%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmodom
%40scgov.net%7C1e9ccfaa8f054bd778db08d69284e752%7C9ac90fa4ea4648d79114bbf2fc554d0e
%7C0%7C1%7C636857496868053530&amp;sdata=hupGcfX6Ofwgh6W4FXeZkhbxviLeHuoBaQvwYoxz9SM
%3D&amp;reserved=0
From mike.mansfield at myheritage.com Thu Feb 14 10:41:55 2019
From: mike.mansfield at myheritage.com (Mike Mansfield)
Date: Thu, 14 Feb 2019 08:41:55 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 185, Issue 5
Message-ID: <D371A6E8-978B-4FD3-AB2C-BD65A835A294@myheritage.com>
Hi - a former Ancestry employee here (1999-2008) who worked on the Ancestry Library
Edition... The Ancestry Library Edition was initially resold by Gale - this was
from about 1998 to 2003. In about the 2003 timeframe the product was transitioned
to be resold by ProQuest. I do believe that for some time during the product's
tenure with Gale that remote access was indeed offered. But remote access was shut
down - around 2000 - 2002 (as has been alluded to in this discussion) due to some
concerns about abuse of the remote access. ProQuest has never offered the Ancestry
Library Edition with remote access -- to my knowledge. HeritageQuest has been
offered (since its beginning) with remote access - but this product is pretty old
and hasn't had much if anything added to you (at least the time I checked it). The
MyHeritage Library Edition (resold by EBSCO) does support remote access and has
since EBSCO launched the product with MyHeritage in 2013. Full disclosure - I am
now an employee of MyHeritage.
Mike Mansfield, MSLIS
Director of Content Operations
MyHeritage.com

?On 2/14/19, 7:23 AM, "Melanie Odom" <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on
behalf of modom at scgov.net> wrote:
It has always been my understanding the this database has never offered remote
access. In fact, I went to a demo at a library conference a few years ago and the
person from the company said they did not offer remote access.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of King, Barb
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2019 9:01 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 185, Issue 5
External Email - Be Suspicious of Attachments, Links and Requests for Login
Information
_______________________________________________
I was talking to a patron today who lamented that Ancestry Library Edition is
no longer available from home. I was here when we got the database, but I don't
remember it ever having remote access. It's been bugging me ever since, because
now I'm curious! Is my memory failing me, or is she thinking of some other
database?

Years ago Ancestry Library Edition did have remote access. We first had a
subscription and then the State Library bought a subscription for all the
libraries in the State. There was remote access and people had to log on using
their Michigan library card or Michigan drivers' license. However, the
genealogists misused this privilege and people gave their drivers license numbers
to people in other states so they too could logon and use the ancestry database for
free.
When the folks at ancestry.com found out this was happening, they stopped the
remote access so that users now have to logon at a computer in a library. So
genealogists have only themselves to blame that there is no remote access.
Our library stores records for the local genealogy group. We do not have a
written agreement. It is not a permanent arrangement ad if we run out of room for
things, we have the group take them back.
Barb King
St. Clair County Library
Port Huron MI 48060
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F
%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmodom
%40scgov.net%7C1e9ccfaa8f054bd778db08d69284e752%7C9ac90fa4ea4648d79114bbf2fc554d0e
%7C0%7C1%7C636857496868053530&amp;sdata=hupGcfX6Ofwgh6W4FXeZkhbxviLeHuoBaQvwYoxz9SM
%3D&amp;reserved=0
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list

genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From genbook at gmail.com Thu Feb 14 11:02:31 2019
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 14 Feb 2019 08:02:31 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 185, Issue 5
In-Reply-To: <D371A6E8-978B-4FD3-AB2C-BD65A835A294@myheritage.com>
References: <D371A6E8-978B-4FD3-AB2C-BD65A835A294@myheritage.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhU-NAUO7ZECpZoGfSj8xdU36e90CnCEN=WVZ=JLZu8OKA@mail.gmail.com>
I concur with Mike Mansfield. When I came back to the genealogy dept in
2003, ALE was only available in house. ProQuest was and remains accessible
remotely. Based on a recent phone conversation directly with Ancestry they
do offer remote access to a limited sub set of each state's collection on
Ancestry, if one logs in via a state in our case) archives web site log in.
I emphasize that it is a limited set of databases.
It is my understanding that member of the LDS church do get remote access
but only to the limited library/institutional version which is accessible
at the the Family History Centers.
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
DPLA community rep
On Thu, Feb 14, 2019 at 7:42 AM Mike Mansfield <
mike.mansfield at myheritage.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi - a former Ancestry employee here (1999-2008) who worked on the
Ancestry Library Edition... The Ancestry Library Edition was initially
resold by Gale - this was from about 1998 to 2003. In about the 2003
timeframe the product was transitioned to be resold by ProQuest. I do
believe that for some time during the product's tenure with Gale that
remote access was indeed offered. But remote access was shut down - around
2000 - 2002 (as has been alluded to in this discussion) due to some
concerns about abuse of the remote access. ProQuest has never offered the
Ancestry Library Edition with remote access -- to my knowledge.
HeritageQuest has been offered (since its beginning) with remote access but this product is pretty old and hasn't had much if anything added to you
(at least the time I checked it). The MyHeritage Library Edition (resold
by EBSCO) does support remote access and has since EBSCO launched the
product with MyHeritage in 2013. Full disclosure - I am now an employee of
MyHeritage.
Mike Mansfield, MSLIS
Director of Content Operations
MyHeritage.com
?On 2/14/19, 7:23 AM, "Melanie Odom" <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of modom at scgov.net>
wrote:
It has always been my understanding the this database has

never

> offered remote access. In fact, I went to a demo at a library conference a
> few years ago and the person from the company said they did not offer
> remote access.
>
>
-----Original Message---->
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of King, Barb
>
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2019 9:01 AM
>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 185, Issue 5
>
>
External Email - Be Suspicious of Attachments, Links and Requests for
> Login Information
>
>
_______________________________________________
>
>
>
I was talking to a patron today who lamented that Ancestry Library
> Edition is no longer available from home. I was here when we got the
> database, but I don't remember it ever having remote access. It's been
> bugging me ever since, because now I'm curious! Is my memory failing me, or
> is she thinking of some other database?
>
>
>
>
Years ago Ancestry Library Edition did have remote access. We first
> had a subscription and then the State Library bought a subscription for
> all the libraries in the State. There was remote access and people had to
> log on using their Michigan library card or Michigan drivers' license.
> However, the genealogists misused this privilege and people gave their
> drivers license numbers to people in other states so they too could logon
> and use the ancestry database for free.
>
When the folks at ancestry.com found out this was happening, they
> stopped the remote access so that users now have to logon at a computer in
> a library. So genealogists have only themselves to blame that there is no
> remote access.
>
>
Our library stores records for the local genealogy group. We do not
> have a written agreement. It is not a permanent arrangement ad if we run
> out of room for things, we have the group take them back.
>
>
Barb King
>
St. Clair County Library
>
Port Huron MI 48060
>
>
>
_______________________________________________
>
genealib mailing list
>
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
> https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F
%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmodom
%40scgov.net%7C1e9ccfaa8f054bd778db08d69284e752%7C9ac90fa4ea4648d79114bbf2fc554d0e
%7C0%7C1%7C636857496868053530&amp;sdata=hupGcfX6Ofwgh6W4FXeZkhbxviLeHuoBaQvwYoxz9SM
%3D&amp;reserved=0
>
_______________________________________________
>
genealib mailing list
>
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190214/
ff88a9cd/attachment.html>
From ddudek at fountaindale.org Thu Feb 14 11:54:50 2019
From: ddudek at fountaindale.org (Debra Dudek)
Date: Thu, 14 Feb 2019 10:54:50 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] [External] curious
In-Reply-To: <5C657144020000AA000B92D5@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <5C64E761020000AA000B929C@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<SN6PR09MB3135B2828B1E4DB39C2F0AF9E6670@SN6PR09MB3135.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<F32F7DF9-331C-4DF9-9ACC-B23E13C89109@gmail.com>
<5C657144020000AA000B92D5@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <CABS3ZHUjRprktuNxdrD1Znsg7OYEgheBZq=F=UDwGU8EdHcH7w@mail.gmail.com>
About a decade ago, Ancestry offered a remote access option to public
libraries. At the time, my library budget could not accommodate the fee
for this service. If your organization had one of these remote access
agreements, it may have been changed in a new agreement since that time.
At one point, we had remote access at our library, but we lost it in the
next fiscal year when Ancestry noticed we had too many people accessing the
database from home, so they pulled our remote access agreement.
On Thu, Feb 14, 2019 at 7:46 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Interesting. I don't know low long ALE was available before we
subscribed, but the patron has always been in this area I think, so she
wouldn't have used it anywhere else. I asked her if she was confusing it
with HeritageQuest, since we also subscribe to that...but she said she was
sure it was Ancestry!
Kim
>>> <mkmannix at gmail.com> 2/14/2019 8:25 AM >>>
I believe the very first year when it came out, it was a Gale product
then, I think, was not yet ProQuest, that it had remote access. It also has
a slightly different name. My system didn?t have it yet. It was my
understanding, and this could be urban genealogy myth, that a patron
somewhere like Wisconsin or Minnesota shared their library card number on a
listserv. This upset Ancestry and remote was shut down. :) I think this was
around 2002. Pretty sure there was discussion here about that. But, have
not searched. Don?t know where else I would have gotten it, well m, maybe
from our Gale rep or in History Section at ALA.
Now, this may not be what that patron was thinking of, but this is my
remembrance.
Mary Mannix

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Sent from my phone, in case lots of "typos". Well, that is the story I am
sticking to.
> On Feb 14, 2019, at 7:26 AM, Bradford, Erin <erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov>
wrote:
>
> Is she possibly thinking of a site like Heritage Quest? Many libraries
provide access through their library card for patrons. Agree with others,
ALE was never available remotely to my knowledge.
>
>
> Erin Bradford
> Genealogy Reference Librarian
> Government and Heritage Library
> NC Dept. of Natural and Cultural Resources
> Ph: 919.814.6818 | VP: 919-518-9272
> erin.bradford at ncdcr.gov
>
> 109 E. Jones Street | 4640 Mail Service Center
> Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-4600
>
> Facebook Instagram Twitter YouTube Website
>
> Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North
Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
>
>
> CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless
you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to
report.spam at nc.gov<mailto:report.spam at nc.gov>
>
>
> Hello;
>
>
> I was talking to a patron today who lamented that Ancestry Library
Edition is no longer available from home. I was here when we got the
database, but I don't remember it ever having remote access. It's been
bugging me ever since, because now I'm curious! Is my memory failing me, or
is she thinking of some other database?
>
>
> Thanks,
> Kim
>
>
> Kim E. Dolce
> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
> Daytona Beach Regional Library
> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
> kdolce at volusia.org
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-***********************************************************************************
************************
Debra M. Dudek
Fountaindale Public Library District
Adult and Teen Services Department Manager
300 W. Briarcliff Road
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
(p) 630.685.4201
"Books must be treated with respect, we feel that in our bones, because
words have power. Bring enough words together they can bend space and
time." - Terry Prachett's *Going Postal*
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190214/
c8ecce67/attachment.html>
From nancy.richey at wku.edu Tue Feb 19 15:11:09 2019
From: nancy.richey at wku.edu (Richey, Nancy)
Date: Tue, 19 Feb 2019 20:11:09 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] History of the 87th Mountain Infantry book for postage
In-Reply-To: <mailman.36841.1548344148.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.36841.1548344148.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <490e31df714f4453815d97f2c47f1b2c@wku.edu>
Dear all,
we have a History of the 87th Mountain Infantry, Italy 1945 that does not fit in
with our collection available for postage.
thank you,
Nancy
Nancy Richey
Associate Professor / Visual Resources Librarian
Kentucky Library Research Collections
Western Kentucky University
Kentucky Building

1906 College Heights Blvd., #11092
Bowling Green, KY 42101-1092
270-745-6092
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190219/7caa15e4/
attachment.html>
From youngm at stls.org Tue Feb 19 15:11:21 2019
From: youngm at stls.org (Maggie Young)
Date: Tue, 19 Feb 2019 15:11:21 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] out of office
Message-ID: <11902191511.AA945674873@mail.stls.org>
I will be out of the office Friday through Monday 2/15-2/25/2019.
Please call 607-733-9175 or email edesk at stls.org if you need immediate
assistance.
Thank you.
Maggie Young

From nancy.richey at wku.edu Tue Feb 19 15:17:22 2019
From: nancy.richey at wku.edu (Richey, Nancy)
Date: Tue, 19 Feb 2019 20:17:22 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] History of the 87th Mountain Infrantry taken
In-Reply-To: <490e31df714f4453815d97f2c47f1b2c@wku.edu>
References: <mailman.36841.1548344148.13612.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>,
<490e31df714f4453815d97f2c47f1b2c@wku.edu>
Message-ID: <c8dfad649124464babf803df976610cd@wku.edu>
the book has been taken,
thank you,
Nancy
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190219/810a9f7d/
attachment.html>
From joe at genesearch.com Sun Feb 24 12:37:35 2019
From: joe at genesearch.com (Joe)
Date: Sun, 24 Feb 2019 10:37:35 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Online Death Indexes and Records Website (USA) - Latest
Additions
Message-ID: <CAJMCXfxuDHRMZp8f0WDabX4SL5T8GT=r6f54Tb5xFR9cc=9LkQ@mail.gmail.com>
The
for
LA,
You

Online Death Indexes and Records website has some new links or updates
the following states: AZ, CA, CO, CT, DE, GA, HI, ID, IL, IN, IA, KY,
ME, MD, MI, MN, MT, NH, NJ, NY, NC, OH, OR, PA, TX, VA, WA, WV, and WI.
can find a list of the latest additions and updates here:

http://bit.ly/rootsblog

Happy searching.
Regards,
Joe
-Online Death Records Indexes, Obituaries and Cemeteries (USA)
https://www.deathindexes.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190224/9264039b/
attachment.html>
From kellenbergerroom at gmail.com Tue Feb 26 15:00:43 2019
From: kellenbergerroom at gmail.com (Kellenberger Room)
Date: Tue, 26 Feb 2019 15:00:43 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
Message-ID: <007f01d4ce0d$f5c397c0$e14ac740$@gmail.com>
The book donations are so piled in my office that I can't walk around
anymore, so it's time for some pre-Spring cleaning.
I have a few titles this afternoon that I can send for the price of postage
(library or media rates).
1. A Directory of Cemeteries in Waller County (Texas), 1992 reprint,
paperback, ~170 pages
2. Family and Landscape: Deerfield Homelots from 1671 (Massachusetts) by
Susan McGowan and Amelia Miller, 1996, paperback, ~225 pages
3. 1979/80 edition, The Annual Journal of Markers: The Association for
Gravestone Studies
4. Abstracts of Adams County Pennsylvania Wills, 1800-1826 by Kevin
Greenholt, 1988, ~72 pages
5. History of Anson County, North Carolina, 1750-1976 by Mary Medley,
Clearfield reprint 2007, ~417 pages
6. Southside Virginia Families by John B. Boddie, 2 vols., hardback,
1955-1956, underlining and writing throughout, vol. 2 detached but all is
there. Inscribed by author.
7. Seventeenth Century Isle of Wight County, Virginia by Boddie, hardback,
1959, underlining and marking throughout. Inscribed by author.
8. Old Chillicothe: Shawnee and Pioneer History, Conflicts and Romances in
the Northwest Territory by William A. Galloway, 1990 reprint, hardback, ~335
pages, some underlining, inscription on front flyleaf.
Stay tuned for more in the (hopefully) not-too-distant future.
Victor
---

Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098
Phone: (252) 638-7808
Fax: (252) 638-7817
E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org <http://newbern.cpclib.org/>

ColorLogo_web

Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to
North Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential
disclosure of this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in this
communication are mine and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the
library.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190226/4798789b/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.png
Type: image/png
Size: 11430 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190226/4798789b/
attachment-0001.png>
From lholden at andersonlibrary.org Tue Feb 26 15:17:02 2019
From: lholden at andersonlibrary.org (Laura Holden)
Date: Tue, 26 Feb 2019 15:17:02 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
In-Reply-To: <007f01d4ce0d$f5c397c0$e14ac740$@gmail.com>
References: <007f01d4ce0d$f5c397c0$e14ac740$@gmail.com>
Message-ID: <004801d4ce10$3bf27110$b3d75330$@andersonlibrary.org>
I am interested in the following title.

5. History of Anson County, North Carolina, 1750-1976 by Mary Medley,
Clearfield reprint 2007, ~417 pages

_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130

Website: <http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/>
http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Kellenberger Room
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2019 3:01 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage

The book donations are so piled in my office that I can't walk around
anymore, so it's time for some pre-Spring cleaning.
I have a few titles this afternoon that I can send for the price of postage
(library or media rates).
1. A Directory of Cemeteries in Waller County (Texas), 1992 reprint,
paperback, ~170 pages
2. Family and Landscape: Deerfield Homelots from 1671 (Massachusetts) by
Susan McGowan and Amelia Miller, 1996, paperback, ~225 pages
3. 1979/80 edition, The Annual Journal of Markers: The Association for
Gravestone Studies
4. Abstracts of Adams County Pennsylvania Wills, 1800-1826 by Kevin
Greenholt, 1988, ~72 pages
5. History of Anson County, North Carolina, 1750-1976 by Mary Medley,
Clearfield reprint 2007, ~417 pages

6. Southside Virginia Families by John B. Boddie, 2 vols., hardback,
1955-1956, underlining and writing throughout, vol. 2 detached but all is
there. Inscribed by author.
7. Seventeenth Century Isle of Wight County, Virginia by Boddie, hardback,
1959, underlining and marking throughout. Inscribed by author.
8. Old Chillicothe: Shawnee and Pioneer History, Conflicts and Romances in
the Northwest Territory by William A. Galloway, 1990 reprint, hardback, ~335
pages, some underlining, inscription on front flyleaf.
Stay tuned for more in the (hopefully) not-too-distant future.
Victor
--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098
Phone: (252) 638-7808
Fax: (252) 638-7817
E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org <mailto:vtjones at nbccpl.org> or
kellenbergerroom at gmail.com <mailto:kellenbergerroom at gmail.com>
Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org <http://newbern.cpclib.org/>

Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to
North Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential
disclosure of this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in this
communication are mine and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the
library.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190226/289fea94/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 11430 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190226/289fea94/
attachment.png>
From muskogeehistory at eodls.org Tue Feb 26 16:21:16 2019
From: muskogeehistory at eodls.org (MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy)
Date: Tue, 26 Feb 2019 15:21:16 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage

In-Reply-To: <004801d4ce10$3bf27110$b3d75330$@andersonlibrary.org>
References: <007f01d4ce0d$f5c397c0$e14ac740$@gmail.com>
<004801d4ce10$3bf27110$b3d75330$@andersonlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <CACHYTxwBh4D56NUFLpptNk0XCRc0BGPB3yvpCTie1VsKF4LujA@mail.gmail.com>
We would be Interested in the following:
A Directory of Cemeteries in Waller County (Texas), 1992 reprint,
paperback, ~170 pages
Abstracts of Adams County Pennsylvania Wills, 1800-1826 by Kevin Greenholt,
1988, ~72 pages
Jere Harris
On Tue, Feb 26, 2019 at 2:17 PM Laura Holden <lholden at andersonlibrary.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am interested in the following title.

5. History of Anson County, North Carolina, 1750-1976 by Mary Medley,
Clearfield reprint 2007, ~417 pages

_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130

Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Kellenberger Room
*Sent:* Tuesday, February 26, 2019 3:01 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* [Genealib] Books for postage

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The book donations are so piled in my office that I can?t walk around
anymore, so it?s time for some pre-Spring cleaning.
I have a few titles this afternoon that I can send for the price of
postage (library or media rates).
1. A Directory of Cemeteries in Waller County (Texas), 1992 reprint,
paperback, ~170 pages
2. Family and Landscape: Deerfield Homelots from 1671 (Massachusetts) by
Susan McGowan and Amelia Miller, 1996, paperback, ~225 pages
3. 1979/80 edition, The Annual Journal of Markers: The Association for
Gravestone Studies
4. Abstracts of Adams County Pennsylvania Wills, 1800-1826 by Kevin
Greenholt, 1988, ~72 pages
5. History of Anson County, North Carolina, 1750-1976 by Mary Medley,
Clearfield reprint 2007, ~417 pages
6. Southside Virginia Families by John B. Boddie, 2 vols., hardback,
1955-1956, underlining and writing throughout, vol. 2 detached but all is
there. Inscribed by author.
7. Seventeenth Century Isle of Wight County, Virginia by Boddie, hardback,
1959, underlining and marking throughout. Inscribed by author.
8. Old Chillicothe: Shawnee and Pioneer History, Conflicts and Romances in
the Northwest Territory by William A. Galloway, 1990 reprint, hardback,
~335 pages, some underlining, inscription on front flyleaf.
Stay tuned for more in the (hopefully) not-too-distant future.
Victor
--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098
Phone: (252) 638-7808
Fax: (252) 638-7817
E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org
[image: ColorLogo_web]
Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to
North Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential
disclosure of this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in this
communication are mine and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

library.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Genealogy and Local History Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190226/736a9b59/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 11430 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190226/736a9b59/
attachment.png>
From jtpenny87 at gmail.com Tue Feb 26 17:33:54 2019
From: jtpenny87 at gmail.com (Teresa Penny)
Date: Tue, 26 Feb 2019 16:33:54 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
In-Reply-To: <CACHYTxwBh4D56NUFLpptNk0XCRc0BGPB3yvpCTie1VsKF4LujA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <007f01d4ce0d$f5c397c0$e14ac740$@gmail.com>
<004801d4ce10$3bf27110$b3d75330$@andersonlibrary.org>
<CACHYTxwBh4D56NUFLpptNk0XCRc0BGPB3yvpCTie1VsKF4LujA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAB3bRZTSrF-kMvmQmLJv+z-Y20EVh+8XGKyRF1qVH0+Xf=NhoA@mail.gmail.com>
I am interested in this book
Teresa Penny
7. Seventeenth Century Isle of Wight County, Virginia by Boddie, hardback,
1959, underlining and marking throughout. Inscribed by author.
On Tue, Feb 26, 2019 at 3:21 PM MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy <
muskogeehistory at eodls.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We would be Interested in the following:
A Directory of Cemeteries in Waller County (Texas), 1992 reprint,
paperback, ~170 pages
Abstracts of Adams County Pennsylvania Wills, 1800-1826 by Kevin
Greenholt, 1988, ~72 pages
Jere Harris
On Tue, Feb 26, 2019 at 2:17 PM Laura Holden <lholden at andersonlibrary.org>
wrote:

>> I am interested in the following title.
>>
>>
>>
>> 5. History of Anson County, North Carolina, 1750-1976 by Mary Medley,
>> Clearfield reprint 2007, ~417 pages
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> _____________________________________________________________
>>
>> Laura G. Holden
>>
>> Head of Genealogy and Local History
>>
>>
>>
>> SC Room
>>
>> Anderson County Public Library
>>
>> 300 N. McDuffie St.
>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=300+N.+McDuffie+St.+Anderson,
+SC+29621&entry=gmail&source=g>
>>
>> Anderson, SC 29621
>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=300+N.+McDuffie+St.+Anderson,
+SC+29621&entry=gmail&source=g>
>>
>> 864-260-4500, xt.130
>>
>>
>>
>> Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <
>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> *On Behalf Of *Kellenberger Room
>> *Sent:* Tuesday, February 26, 2019 3:01 PM
>> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Books for postage
>>
>>
>>
>> The book donations are so piled in my office that I can?t walk around
>> anymore, so it?s time for some pre-Spring cleaning.
>>
>> I have a few titles this afternoon that I can send for the price of
>> postage (library or media rates).
>>
>> 1. A Directory of Cemeteries in Waller County (Texas), 1992 reprint,
>> paperback, ~170 pages

>>
>> 2. Family and Landscape: Deerfield Homelots from 1671 (Massachusetts) by
>> Susan McGowan and Amelia Miller, 1996, paperback, ~225 pages
>>
>> 3. 1979/80 <https://maps.google.com/?q=1979/80&entry=gmail&source=g>
>> edition, The Annual Journal of Markers: The Association for Gravestone
>> Studies
>>
>> 4. Abstracts of Adams County Pennsylvania Wills, 1800-1826 by Kevin
>> Greenholt, 1988, ~72 pages
>>
>> 5. History of Anson County, North Carolina, 1750-1976 by Mary Medley,
>> Clearfield reprint 2007, ~417 pages
>>
>> 6. Southside Virginia Families by John B. Boddie, 2 vols., hardback,
>> 1955-1956, underlining and writing throughout, vol. 2 detached but all is
>> there. Inscribed by author.
>>
>> 7. Seventeenth Century Isle of Wight County, Virginia by Boddie,
>> hardback, 1959, underlining and marking throughout. Inscribed by author.
>>
>> 8. Old Chillicothe: Shawnee and Pioneer History, Conflicts and Romances
>> in the Northwest Territory by William A. Galloway, 1990 reprint, hardback,
>> ~335 pages, some underlining, inscription on front flyleaf.
>>
>> Stay tuned for more in the (hopefully) not-too-distant future.
>>
>> Victor
>>
>> -->>
>> Victor T. Jones, Jr.
>> Special Collections Librarian
>> Kellenberger Room
>> New Bern-Craven County Public Library
>> 400 Johnson Street
>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=400+Johnson+Street+New+Bern,
+NC+28560&entry=gmail&source=g>
>> New Bern, NC 28560
>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=400+Johnson+Street+New+Bern,
+NC+28560&entry=gmail&source=g>
>> -4098
>>
>> Phone: (252) 638-7808
Fax: (252) 638-7817
>> E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
>> Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org
>>
>> [image: ColorLogo_web]
>>
>> Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may
>> be considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant
>> to North Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential
>> disclosure of this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in this
>> communication are mine and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the
>> library.
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list

>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> -> Genealogy and Local History Department
> Muskogee Public Library
> 801 W. Okmulgee
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=801+W.+Okmulgee+Muskogee,
+Oklahoma+74401&entry=gmail&source=g>
> Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=801+W.+Okmulgee+Muskogee,
+Oklahoma+74401&entry=gmail&source=g>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190226/89b7674f/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 11430 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190226/89b7674f/
attachment.png>
From foland at hcplonline.org Wed Feb 27 08:37:10 2019
From: foland at hcplonline.org (Foland, Kathy)
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2019 13:37:10 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
In-Reply-To: <007f01d4ce0d$f5c397c0$e14ac740$@gmail.com>
References: <007f01d4ce0d$f5c397c0$e14ac740$@gmail.com>
Message-ID: <b16e9b1824024e3da7a09aa32730cb39@hcplonline.org>
I would like:
6. Southside Virginia Families by John B. Boddie, 2 vols., hardback, 1955-1956,
underlining and writing throughout, vol. 2 detached but all is there. Inscribed by
author.
Kathy Foland
Harford County Public Library
604 Long Bar Harbor Road
Abingdon, MD 21009
Email: kfoland1964 at gmail.com
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kellenberger Room
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2019 3:01 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists

Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
The book donations are so piled in my office that I can't walk around anymore, so
it's time for some pre-Spring cleaning.
I have a few titles this afternoon that I can send for the price of postage
(library or media rates).
1. A Directory of Cemeteries in Waller County (Texas), 1992 reprint, paperback,
~170 pages
2. Family and Landscape: Deerfield Homelots from 1671 (Massachusetts) by Susan
McGowan and Amelia Miller, 1996, paperback, ~225 pages
3. 1979/80 edition, The Annual Journal of Markers: The Association for Gravestone
Studies
4. Abstracts of Adams County Pennsylvania Wills, 1800-1826 by Kevin Greenholt,
1988, ~72 pages
5. History of Anson County, North Carolina, 1750-1976 by Mary Medley, Clearfield
reprint 2007, ~417 pages
6. Southside Virginia Families by John B. Boddie, 2 vols., hardback, 1955-1956,
underlining and writing throughout, vol. 2 detached but all is there. Inscribed by
author.
7. Seventeenth Century Isle of Wight County, Virginia by Boddie, hardback, 1959,
underlining and marking throughout. Inscribed by author.
8. Old Chillicothe: Shawnee and Pioneer History, Conflicts and Romances in the
Northwest Territory by William A. Galloway, 1990 reprint, hardback, ~335 pages,
some underlining, inscription on front flyleaf.
Stay tuned for more in the (hopefully) not-too-distant future.
Victor
--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098
Phone: (252) 638-7808
Fax: (252) 638-7817
E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org<http://newbern.cpclib.org/>
[ColorLogo_web]
Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to North
Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential disclosure of
this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in this communication are mine
and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the library.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190227/33951f8b/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 11430 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20190227/33951f8b/
attachment.png>

From jacksonm at bibblib.org Wed Feb 27 08:57:16 2019
From: jacksonm at bibblib.org (Muriel Jackson)
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2019 08:57:16 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
In-Reply-To: <b16e9b1824024e3da7a09aa32730cb39@hcplonline.org>
References: <007f01d4ce0d$f5c397c0$e14ac740$@gmail.com>
<b16e9b1824024e3da7a09aa32730cb39@hcplonline.org>
Message-ID: <CAJPN33x139PdviEcZC_xQHo=oZWxLExQRz0Nz5AcD2ROKJVNbQ@mail.gmail.com>
I would like 3. 1979/80 edition, The Annual Journal of Markers: The
Association for Gravestone Studies
*Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS*
Head
Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

*jacksonm at bibblib.org* <jacksonm at bibblib.org>

(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax

*The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to *
*connect all people to the information necessary to *
*improve their lives through excellent services and materials.*
On Wed, Feb 27, 2019 at 8:37 AM Foland, Kathy <foland at hcplonline.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I would like:

6. Southside Virginia Families by John B. Boddie, 2 vols., hardback,
1955-1956, underlining and writing throughout, vol. 2 detached but all is
there. Inscribed by author.

Kathy Foland

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Harford County Public Library

604 Long Bar Harbor Road
Abingdon, MD 21009
Email: kfoland1964 at gmail.com

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Kellenberger Room
*Sent:* Tuesday, February 26, 2019 3:01 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* [Genealib] Books for postage

The book donations are so piled in my office that I can?t walk around
anymore, so it?s time for some pre-Spring cleaning.
I have a few titles this afternoon that I can send for the price of
postage (library or media rates).
1. A Directory of Cemeteries in Waller County (Texas), 1992 reprint,
paperback, ~170 pages
2. Family and Landscape: Deerfield Homelots from 1671 (Massachusetts) by
Susan McGowan and Amelia Miller, 1996, paperback, ~225 pages
3. 1979/80 edition, The Annual Journal of Markers: The Association for
Gravestone Studies
4. Abstracts of Adams County Pennsylvania Wills, 1800-1826 by Kevin
Greenholt, 1988, ~72 pages
5. History of Anson County, North Carolina, 1750-1976 by Mary Medley,
Clearfield reprint 2007, ~417 pages
6. Southside Virginia Families by John B. Boddie, 2 vols., hardback,
1955-1956, underlining and writing throughout, vol. 2 detached but all is
there. Inscribed by author.
7. Seventeenth Century Isle of Wight County, Virginia by Boddie, hardback,
1959, underlining and marking throughout. Inscribed by author.
8. Old Chillicothe: Shawnee and Pioneer History, Conflicts and Romances in
the Northwest Territory by William A. Galloway, 1990 reprint, hardback,
~335 pages, some underlining, inscription on front flyleaf.
Stay tuned for more in the (hopefully) not-too-distant future.
Victor

> -->
> Victor T. Jones, Jr.
> Special Collections Librarian
> Kellenberger Room
> New Bern-Craven County Public Library
> 400 Johnson Street
> New Bern, NC 28560-4098
>
> Phone: (252) 638-7808
Fax: (252) 638-7817
> E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
> Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org
>
> [image: ColorLogo_web]
>
> Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
> considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to
> North Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential
> disclosure of this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in this
> communication are mine and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the
> library.
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From dstepro at jefflibrary.org Wed Feb 27 09:46:46 2019
From: dstepro at jefflibrary.org (Diane Stepro)
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2019 09:46:46 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
In-Reply-To: <CAJPN33x139PdviEcZC_xQHo=oZWxLExQRz0Nz5AcD2ROKJVNbQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <007f01d4ce0d$f5c397c0$e14ac740$@gmail.com>
<b16e9b1824024e3da7a09aa32730cb39@hcplonline.org>
<CAJPN33x139PdviEcZC_xQHo=oZWxLExQRz0Nz5AcD2ROKJVNbQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAPub+-ZAmHgRnaugi9L5s-QmtitCnXMRALTMp+WPOFZhE-jATQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hi!
We could use the book Old Chillicothe: Shawnee and Pioneer History,
Conflicts and Romances in the Northwest Territory by William A. Galloway.
Thanks,
Diane Stepro

On Wed, Feb 27, 2019 at 8:57 AM Muriel Jackson <jacksonm at bibblib.org> wrote:
> I would like 3. 1979/80 edition, The Annual Journal of Markers: The
> Association for Gravestone Studies
>
>
> *Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS*
>
> Head
>
> Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
>
> Washington Memorial Library
>
> Middle Georgia Regional Library
>
> 1180 Washington Ave.
>
> Macon, GA
31201
>
> *jacksonm at bibblib.org* <jacksonm at bibblib.org>
>
>
>
> (478) 744-0820 Phone
>
> (478) 744-0893 Fax
>
>
>
>
>
> *The mission of the Middle Georgia Regional Library is to *
>
> *connect all people to the information necessary to *
>
> *improve their lives through excellent services and materials.*
>
>
> On Wed, Feb 27, 2019 at 8:37 AM Foland, Kathy <foland at hcplonline.org>
> wrote:
>
>> I would like:
>>
>>
>>
>> 6. Southside Virginia Families by John B. Boddie, 2 vols., hardback,
>> 1955-1956, underlining and writing throughout, vol. 2 detached but all is
>> there. Inscribed by author.
>>
>>
>>
>> Kathy Foland
>>
>> Harford County Public Library
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

604 Long Bar Harbor Road
Abingdon, MD 21009
Email: kfoland1964 at gmail.com

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Kellenberger Room
*Sent:* Tuesday, February 26, 2019 3:01 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* [Genealib] Books for postage

The book donations are so piled in my office that I can?t walk around
anymore, so it?s time for some pre-Spring cleaning.
I have a few titles this afternoon that I can send for the price of
postage (library or media rates).
1. A Directory of Cemeteries in Waller County (Texas), 1992 reprint,
paperback, ~170 pages
2. Family and Landscape: Deerfield Homelots from 1671 (Massachusetts) by
Susan McGowan and Amelia Miller, 1996, paperback, ~225 pages
3. 1979/80 edition, The Annual Journal of Markers: The Association for
Gravestone Studies
4. Abstracts of Adams County Pennsylvania Wills, 1800-1826 by Kevin
Greenholt, 1988, ~72 pages
5. History of Anson County, North Carolina, 1750-1976 by Mary Medley,
Clearfield reprint 2007, ~417 pages
6. Southside Virginia Families by John B. Boddie, 2 vols., hardback,
1955-1956, underlining and writing throughout, vol. 2 detached but all is
there. Inscribed by author.
7. Seventeenth Century Isle of Wight County, Virginia by Boddie,
hardback, 1959, underlining and marking throughout. Inscribed by author.
8. Old Chillicothe: Shawnee and Pioneer History, Conflicts and Romances
in the Northwest Territory by William A. Galloway, 1990 reprint, hardback,
~335 pages, some underlining, inscription on front flyleaf.
Stay tuned for more in the (hopefully) not-too-distant future.
Victor
--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room

>> New Bern-Craven County Public Library
>> 400 Johnson Street
>> New Bern, NC 28560-4098
>>
>> Phone: (252) 638-7808
Fax: (252) 638-7817
>> E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org or kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
>> Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org
>>
>> [image: ColorLogo_web]
>>
>> Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may
>> be considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant
>> to North Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential
>> disclosure of this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in this
>> communication are mine and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the
>> library.
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Diane Stepro
Genealogy and History Librarian
Jeffersonville Township Public Library
812-285-5641
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